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PREFACE

This thesis has been written as the final element of the scientific research period of

my study in Health Sciences. Being engaged into the main subject of this study,

Health Education, I often wondered how the quality of health education programmes

could be upgraded. Because I am also interested in issues related to developing

countries, I wanted to combine both of these interests during the research period of

my study. For these reasons, I decided to fulfil my apprenticeship at the IRC

International Water and Sanitation Centre in The Hague.

During my apprenticeship I have investigated the field experiences of hygiene

educators in water and sanitation projects. The findings of this investigation are
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development and implementation of hygiene education in water and sanitation

projects. In addition to this report the results of my study will also be published as an

"Occasional Paper" of the IRC International Water and Sanitation Centre.

I am thankful for the valuable support and advices Marieke Boot gave to me. I learned

a lot while working with her. My special thanks go to all the respondents. They spent

a lot of time and effort filling in the questionnaire or being interviewed. I also want to

say "Thank you for your aid and advices" to Martien van Oongen and Neeltje Mosterd.

I am also thankful to Carmen Sloot for carefully editing this report. Last but not least I

wish to thank Roel van der Zwaan for his support whenever it was necessary.

Wilma van Driel

Maastricht, August 1992
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INTRODUCTION

Water is necessary to survive. In many countries of the world an insufficient amount

of water is available. When the quantity of water happens to be adequate, the quality

may be bad. Many people suffer from diseases caused by an insufficient quantity and

quality of water. For example, it is estimated that annually more than 875 million

cases of diarrhoea and 4.6 million deaths in Africa, Asia and Latin America can be

ascribed to bad water quantity and quality (Esrey et al., 1990: 9). Especially young

children are the victims of diarrhoeal diseases.

One of the objectives of most water and sanitation projects is to increase the health of

the target group. Until now, a lot of water and sanitation projects have been

developed and implemented. However in many of these projects the incidence of

water and sanitation related diseases did not decrease. Sometimes even the contrary

is true. For example, in water resource development projects (dams, fisheries etc.) the

spread of Schistosomiasis has increased because of the extension of snail habitats

(Listori, 1990: 58). Thus the mere provision of improved water supplies and sanitation

facilities is not a guarantee for decisive improvements in health of the target group.

This is one of the major lessons of the International Drinking Water and Sanitation

Decade (1981-1990).

The incidence of water and sanitation related diseases may also be influenced by

hygiene behaviour. This behaviour helps to prevent water and sanitation related

diseases. Examples of hygiene behaviour are: washing of hands, bathing, cleaning

latrines. To promote these behaviours, hygiene education should be provided. Hygiene

education can be defined as all activities aimed at encouraging behaviour and

conditions which help to prevent water and sanitation related diseases (Boot, 1991:

4). If water and sanitation projects aimed to improve the health of the target group,

hygiene education should be an integrated part of them. Hygiene education gradually

became a common component of water and sanitation projects during the second half

of the Drinking Water and Sanitation Decade.
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Hygiene education is a specific form of the wider concept of health education.

Whereas hygiene education is confined to water and sanitation-related health

problems, health education concerns the activities that promote health in general and

reduce all kind of health risks (Boot, 1991: 20).

Health education can be defined as: "any combination of learning experiences

designed to facilitate voluntary adoptions of behaviour conductive to health" (Green et

al.. 1991: 17).

A lot of how to implement, develop and evaluate health education programmes is

already known and described in literature. Until this moment, it is not so well

investigated how hygiene education is actually done in practice. To obtain information

on this subject, field experiences of many hygiene educators were investigated. One

way to find out the working experiences of these educators is by asking them what

they see as factors that contribute to the success of the hygiene education

programme in which they are working. To be clear, the aim of this study was not to

investigate whether a hygiene education programme is successful or not. Comparative

studies on the impact of various approaches to hygiene education can hardly be

found. It is therefore difficult to give an indication whether a certain approach is more

successful than another. However, experienced hygiene educators can very well

indicate what factors they feel as contributive to the success of their work.

When these factors are clear it can be helpful for other hygiene educators to take

them into account in order to develop more successful hygiene education

programmes.

Some kind of theoretical background information can also be useful.

The main question of this study was formulated as follows:

Which factors contribute to the success of hygiene education programmes, according

to practical experienced hygiene educators ?

This is one of the first attempts to collect information from many experienced hygiene

educators in one study. Therefore, qualitative research methods were used in this

study. The experiences of hygiene educators were collected through questionnaires,

interviews and case-studies.
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The questionnaires were sent all over the world to people who have been involved in

hygiene education in water and sanitation projects.

The interviewees were persons who had recently been working as hygiene educators

in water and sanitation projects. During the interviews, the interviewees were staying

in the Netherlands.

In this study, case-studies are descriptions of hygiene education programmes in water

and sanitation projects. These descriptions were traced in reports and scientific

periodicals.

This report is structured as follows:

In chapter 2 three approaches to health education are described. These approaches

are related to planning, participation and communication.

Chapter 3 gives information on the methodological aspects of this study.

In chapter 4 an analysis of the data collected through the questionnaires, interviews

and case-studies is given.

In chapter 5 the findings of the study are discussed in relation to the main question.

Finally, in chapter 6, the main conclusions and recommendations are presented.

In annex I, a specimen of the questionnaire and the accompanying letter can be found.

A summary of the data collected through the questionnaires, interviews and case-

studies is given in annex II. These summaries are presented by means of tables. A

complete overview of the data, tallied per information source, is given in annex III.
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THREE APPROACHES TO HYGIENE EDUCATION

In this chapter three approaches to hygiene education are described. These

approaches are focused on health education. As hygiene education is part of a wider

concept of health education, these approaches can also be applied to hygiene

education. In scientific literature about health education the topics planning,

participation and communication have been described very often. These topics seem

to be of extreme importance in the field of health education. Therefore, the three

approaches to health education that will be described here are:

• Planning;

• Participation;

• Communication.

Of each approach the main theoretical background information is given. The

description of these insights are illustrated with examples from practical situations in

health and hygiene education programmes. These examples are written in italics.

Although these approaches are described separately, they have also some kind of

overlap. For example, on the one hand elements of participation and communication

should be planned in hygiene education programmes planned. On the other hand

participative programmes and communication methods can not be implemented

without an adequate planning strategy. But each approach has its own specific focus.

2.1 PLANNING

Planning can be defined as: "The process of establishing priorities, diagnosing causes

of problems and allocating resources to achieve objectives" (Green et al., 1980: XV).

Although many definitions of planning exist, they all have in common that planning is

necessary to achieve a certain goal. As hygiene education aims to encourage people's

behaviour and improve conditions which help to prevent water and sanitation related

diseases, an adequate planning strategy should be part of each hygiene education

programme.
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One of the existing theories on planning is the PRECEDE-PROCEED framework of

Green et at. (1991). This model is especially designed for planning health education

programmes. According to Green et al. (1991: 17) health education can be defined as

"any combination of learning experiences designed to facilitate voluntary adaption of

behaviour conductive to health". The PRECEDE-PROCEED framework consists of eight

phases (figure 1).
PRECEDE
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Administrative

and policy
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Behavioral
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PROCEED

Figure 1. The PRECEDE-PROCEED model for health promotion, planning and

evaluation (Green et al., 1991: 24).

PRECEDE is an acronym for gredisposing, feinforcing and enabling constructs in

fiducational/e/ivironmental diagnosis and evaluation. The PRECEDE part of the

framework takes into account the multiple factors that shape health status. Going

through the PRECEDE part of the framework, helps the planner to set highly focused

goals for intervention.

PROCEED is an acronym of Qolicy, fegulatory and organizational constructs in

educational and environmental development. This part of the framework provides

additional steps for developing policy and initiating the implementation and evaluation

process.
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The PRECEDE framework directs initial attention to outcomes rather than to inputs.

The planner starts the planning of the health education programme with the desired

final outcome and determines what must precede that outcome.

The framework consists of six basic phases. Evaluation of programme impact and

outcomes can extend it to seven or eight phases, which depends on the evaluation

requirements. The eight phases are described below.

Phase 1

The PRECEDE-PROCEED framework starts with the outcome end. In the framework

the final goal at the outcome end is to upgrade the quality of life of the target group.

Conducting a social diagnosis can be helpful to determine the quality of life in this

group. The social diagnosis can be defined as: "The process of determining people's

perceptions of their own needs or quality of life, and their aspirations for the common

good, through broad participation and the application of multiple information-gathering

activities designed to expand understanding of the community" (Green et al., 1991:

45).

The term quality of life is difficult to define and even more difficult to measure.

Nevertheless, many approaches are available for assessing the quality of life in

communities, both objectively and subjectively. Objective measures include social

indicators such as unemployment rates, living conditions, crime rates. Subjective

assessments of the quality of life can be obtained through talking with and listening to

the people in the target group and asking what they see as the most serious problems

and needs in their lives. As Green et al. (1991: 45) stated: "Nothing assures the

success of a programme more than to engage the people of a community in assessing

their perceived problems, needs and aspirations and their shared priorities for dealing

with them. If you cannot find a way to link the health mission to the social goals and

concerns of a target population you have little hope that the services you could offer

that community will be valued or used".

Because participation of the target group is a very important factor to achieve success

in health education programmes, the participative approaches get more attention in

paragraph 2.2.
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As soon as it is obvious what the problems and needs are, an overall goal can be

defined. An example of the overall goal can be:

To reduce the mortality rate of children under five years of age.

Phase 2

In phase 2 the specific health problems that may contribute to the problems and needs

found in phase 1 will be identified. The classic indicators of health problems are

mortality, morbidity and disability. To determine the relative importance of health

problems, one makes comparisons. Such comparisons allow identification of health

problems that are more serious in this community than in other places or are most

important within the community or specific group in that community. After

comparisons of the data it could be found that, for example:

In village x the incidence of diarrhoea in children under five years of age appears to be
higher than in village y. In village y, women are used to wash their hands more often
than in village x.

These findings can provide a basis for further investigation of the health problem.

When the health problem has been specifically defined and the risk factors have been

identified, the next step is to develop the programme objectives. While formulating an

objective the following questions should be taken into account:

Who will receive the programme ?

What health benefit should they receive ?

How much of that benefit should be achieved ?

When should it be achieved ?

Now the programme objective can be formulated more specifically as follows:

To achieve a 60% reduction of the incidence of diarrhoea in children under five years
of age in village x within three years of time.
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Phase 3

Phase 3 consists of identifying the specific health-related behavioural and

environmental factors that can be linked to the health problems chosen in phase 2. As

hygiene education is focused on behaviour a distinction has to be made between

behavioural and environmental causes of the health problem.

Behavioural factors: Environmental factors:
* Personal hygiene * Air pollution
* Latrine usage • Heavy rainfalls each year
* Eating habits * Infectious agents

Before defining the ultimate hygiene education objective a choice has to be made

which behavioural factors are relevant for the hygiene education programme. To come

to the relevant behaviours, they have to be ranked according to importance and

changeability.

The importance of a specific behaviour is indicated if data are available showing that

the behaviour 1) occurs frequently and 2) is strongly linked to the health problem.

Ranking behaviours in terms of changeability is not easy, therefore a few rules of

thumb may be helpful. High changeability is probable when behaviours are still in a

developmental stage or have only recently been established. Most resistant to change

are those behaviours that have an addictive component, those with deep-seated

compulsive elements and those deeply rooted in cultural patterns or lifestyles or

routines. Changeability depends largely on the communication methods that are used

in the health education programme. More information on this aspect of health

education is provided in paragraph 2.3.
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These two characteristics, importance and changeability, can be put in a matrix

(figure 2) to facilitate the choice for an appropriate hygiene education objective.

More important Less important

More

changeable

Less

changeable

High priority for

program focus

(quadrant 1)

Priority for innovative

program; evaluation crucial

(quadrant 2)

Low priority except to

demonstration change for

political purposes

(quadrant 3)

No program

(quadrant 4)

Figure 2. Matrix of health behaviours (Green et al., 1991: 140).

The behaviours allocated in quadrant one are both important and relative easily to

influence. Therefore, behaviour in this quadrant has a high priority as a target for

hygiene education. Once the behaviour(s) that are relatively important and easily to

change have been identified, the immediate behavioural objectives can be formulated.

These objectives should be stated as precisely as possible in order to prevent that

educational efforts are scattered rather than focused. An example of a behavioural

objective is given below:

Within three years of time 80% of mothers of children under five years of age should
wash their hands and the hands of their children after visiting the latrine.

Handwashing after latrine use is both an important behaviour to prevent diarrhoeal

diseases in children and a behaviour which may be relative easily to perform.
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Phase 4

The fourth phase consists of sorting out and categorizing the factors that seem to

have direct impact on the target behaviour. Three categories can be distinguished:

predisposing factors, reinforcing factors and enabling factors. The classification of

these three factors makes it possible to group the specific features of the situation

according to the types of intervention available in health education.

Predisposing factors

Predisposing factors, which include knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, values and

perceptions, provide the rationale for a certain behaviour. It is important to take into

account the predisposing factors of the target group. The hygiene educator often

looks at behaviour from his point of view and places too much emphasis on health and

medical factors as cues for action. The target group may consider other values as

equally or even more important, such as economic survival, status and prestige

(Hubley, 1988a: 4). An example of conflicting beliefs between the hygiene educator

and the villagers is given below:

An attempt to convince Peruvian villagers to boil their water achieved only limited
success. Because, according to their belief, water boiled one day and not used
becomes dangerously "cold" the other day. The water has to be reboiled in the
morning - an expensive and time-consuming proposition (Favin et a/., 1986: 42).

Enabling factors

Enabling factors, often conditions in the environment, facilitate the performance of a

behaviour. Included are the availability, accessibility and affordability of health care

and community resources. Such community resources are, among others, water

supply and sanitation facilities, money, school-buildings. Enabling factors also include

new skills to perform a certain behaviour, for example, the skill of how to prepare a

good Oral Rehydration Solution. The following example illustrates that the provision of

an "enabling factor" is not a guarantee that it is used properly:

In a programme in a very poor area in India, latrines were built of bricks. The latrines
had locks on their doors. However, the houses did not have locks on their doors, so
people used the latrines, not for sanitary purposes, but to store their valuables, such
as bicycles and chickens. As far as the people were concerned the latrines were a
great success - for storing valuables (Feuerstein, 1986: 6).
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Reinforcing factors

Reinforcing factors are related to the feedback the person receives from others. This

feedback may be either to encourage or to discourage changes in behaviour. Social

benefits (such as recognition), physical benefits (such as convenience, comfort, relief

of discomfort), tangible rewards (such as economic benefits), and vicarious rewards

(such as improved appearance, self-respect) all reinforce behaviour. Whether the

reinforcement is positive or negative depends on the attitude and behaviour of the

people who are important to that person. It is unreasonable to expect a person, no

matter how convinced, to go against the wishes of those around them in the

community (Hubley, 1938a: 9). The next example illustrates the importance of

reinforcing factors:

In an urban community many women suffered from schistosomiasis. The behaviour
identified as the main cause for their health problem was that they were used to
washing clothes while standing in schistosomiasis infected water. One of the factors
contributing to this behaviour was a long and generally accepted habit of washing
clothes in this way (Boot, 1991: 25).

At this point in the planning process, a decision has to be made which of the identified

predisposing, enabling or reinforcing factors will be the major focus of the hygiene

education programme. As in phase 3 the decision can be based on the importance and

the changeability of these three factors.

In some cases enabling factors will come first, e.g. a latrine must be available before

latrine use can be promoted.

In other cases the hygiene education must be focused on predisposing factors, e.g.

when latrines are available, the target group must know how to use the latrines

hygienically.

Phase 5

Once the specific factors for intervention have been selected, the health education

strategy can be developed. A health education strategy is a plan of action which

includes a combination of educational methods and materials that may be used to

affect the predisposing, enabling and reinforcing factors.
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Green et al. (1980: 113-114) give some rules of thumb for selecting educational

strategies:

1 select a minimum of three educational strategies for any health education

programme. People learn in different ways. And using a variety of teaching

strategies increases their interest. Make sure that all factors - predisposing and

enabling and reinforcing factors - receive attention.

2 In most health education programmes, audiovisual aids or other media

techniques should be one of the three strategies used. They are effective in

reinforcing and strengthening other educational strategies.

3 The longer the health education programme lasts, the greater are the number

of educational strategies.

4 A programme is best begun with the simpler, cheaper educational methods

that influence the predisposing factors. If these strategies are unsuccessful,

more sophisticated and expensive strategies can be applied.

5 The more complex the causes of the behavioural problem, the greater the

range of strategies that will be required.

6 Programmes that are designed to influence predisposing, reinforcing as well as

enabling factors will have the greatest payoffs in long-term behavioural

changes.

In this phase an assessment should be made of the resources required by the

proposed educational methods and strategies. Resources are, for example, time,

personnel, skills and money. The first and most critical resource is time. Time can not

be recovered once it is expended, it is inflexible in its supply and it affects the

availability and cost of all other resources. The time required has been estimated with

the formulation of realistic objectives. Staffing requirements take precedence over

other budgetary considerations in the resource analysis because the personnel

category generally constitutes the largest and most restricted item in most budgets.

Budgetary requirements include personnel benefits for salaried workers, materials or

supplies, printing, postage, travelling, overhead costs etc.
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Prior to the implementation of the health education programme, it should be examined

of it's fit with existing policy, regulation and organization. Often some kind of

negotiation and persuasion is necessary for proper implementation of the programme.

Special attention should be paid to working relations within the health education

programme, between the programme and the water supply and sanitation project and

between the project and other organizations involved in water, sanitation and health.

Before the hygiene education programme is implemented on a large scale, it must be

pre-tested. Pre-testing means field testing of the education programme before it is

implemented on a large scale. This can be done by interviewing members of the

intended target group to find out whether they easily comprehend the intended

message and whether they like and understand the materials. In testing the materials

and methods it is also prudent to test the ease and attractiveness of their use for

hygiene educators. Pre-testing the programme will save costs and time of

implementing an inappropriate programme. An example of how an apparent clear

picture can be easily misunderstood:

In Nepal, rural people without formal education were questioned about different types
of drawings. A picture of a house produced vastly different responses. While 91% in
the Eastern Region and 78% in the Central Region recognized it as a building, only
26% in the Far West Region gave this response. The reason for
this variation may well be that houses in
several parts of the Far West of Nepal
have flat roofs and not sloping roofs as
in the drawing (Burgers et a/., 1988: 74).

Phase6

In phase 6 the actual implementation of the health education programme takes place.

Phase 6 is the first phase of the PROCEED part of the framework. This part of the

PRECEDE-PROCEED framework provides additional steps for developing policy and

initiating the implementation and evaluation process.
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Phase 7 and Phase 8

Evaluation is an integral and continuous part of the whole planning and implementation

process, so this phase is not mentioned separately in figure 1. Although the evaluation

component is part of the PROCEED framework, the criteria for evaluation fall naturally

from the objectives defined in the corresponding steps in the PRECEDE framework.

Green et al. (1991: 217) defined evaluation as: "The comparison of an object of

interest against a standard of acceptability". Three levels of evaluation can be

distinguished.

The first level is process evaluation. In process evaluation the potential objects of

interest include all programme inputs, implementation activities and stakeholder

reactions. The second level, impact evaluation, implies assessing the immediate

effects of the programme on the target behaviour and its predisposing, enabling and

reinforcing antecedents. During conducting outcome evaluation, the third level, the

objects of interest are health status and quality-of-life indicators that were identified in

the earliest stages of the planning process.

Depending on the evaluation requirements of the health education programme, it can

be planned in the seven or/and eight phase.

Evaluation is necessary for several reasons (Boot, 1991: 132):

* Timely action in case of any problem can be taken;

* Planning, implementation and sustainability can be improved;

* Supervision and training of manpower can be improved;

* Organization and management can be improved;

* Effectiveness and efficiency can be increased;

* New or adapted objectives can be set;

* More about hygiene education requirements can be learned.

After conducting the evaluation some adaptions can be made. An example of this is

described below:

In Guatemala the content of the audio cassettes and the hours of operation were
adapted to coincide with times of visits of women to the community laundry place,
where the cassettes were played in public. The health information programme had to
be oral to allow women to continue to work while listening to the messages (Burgers
etal., 1988: 71).
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2.2 PARTICIPATION

In the previous paragraph, it was described that adequate planning is important to

reach the goals of hygiene education programmes. Planning is useful to make hygiene

education a structured activity instead of a set of haphazardly taken actions. But, how

well planned a hygiene education programme may be, when the target group does not

feel involved in the programme all the effort is worthless. Only a few years ago,

participation of the target group was not an essential part of water and sanitation

projects. At this moment, in nearly all objectives of water supply and sanitation

projects the word "participation" can be found. In many projects this means merely a

change of words instead of a change in the approach. In some water supply and

sanitation projects, the community is considered to have participated when it provides

free, unskilled labour for construction and donates raw materials in "the spirit of self-

help" (Srinivasan, 1990: 16). In this kind of projects the decisions are made by the

staff or the local leaders.

The participatory approach in hygiene education programmes should start with the

question "How do I help people to achieve what they want to achieve ?" The main

characteristic of this approach is joint problem analysis and problem solving (Burgers

et al., 1988: 39). Werner and Bower (1982: 26-12) see the participatory approach as

"to start with looking at ways of helping groups of people become more aware of the

social factors that affect their well-being and discover their own ability to change and

improve their situation". This participatory approach is rather learner than teacher-

centered (Srinivasan, 1990: 26). The education sessions have no predetermined goal,

because the target group itself determines the contents of the programme. Therefore,

a real participative approach is impossible in e.g. water and sanitation projects. Often,

these projects have predetermined goals like "constructing 300 handpumps in four

years of time". Even when this kind of goals are not defined, it is still a water and

sanitation project. The project has to deal with, at least, water and sanitation. Only an

approximation of the participation approach can be obtained. Srinivasan (paragraph

2.2.2) shows how these approximation can be realized.
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The starting point of the participatory approach should be the day-to-day concerns of

the people involved. More or less the same can be found in the first phase of the

PRECEDE-PROCEED framework according to Green et al. (1991: 45).

For better understanding of the target group it can be valuable to know how people

see the world around them. Paolo Freire describes how to find this out. He classifies

the perception of the world of the target group in three stages of awareness. When it

is clear which stage the target group has reached a more appropriate participative

programme can be developed. Werner and Bower (1982) and Srinivasan (1990)

describe how participatory education methods can be developed.

2.2.1 Freire's stages of conscientizacao

Many hygiene educators ask themselves "Why is it that so many people "just don't

seem to care" about changing or improving their situation ?" and "What can I do to

help people awaken to their own possibilities ?"

To get an answer to these questions it may be useful to discuss the following "stages

of awareness". These stages are based on the ideas of Paulo Freire. Freire's methods

for development of "critical awareness" became widely used in Brazil as a part of

literacy programmes (Smith and Alschuler, 1976: 1). One of the important points in

the stages of conscientizacao (the Portuguese word of awareness) is to provoke

recognition of the world, not as a "given" world, but as a world dynamically "in the

making" (Freire, 1985: 35). Freire has described three stages of awareness (Werner

and Bower, 1982: 26-12):

A. Magic awareness;

B. Naive awareness;

C. Critical awareness.
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A. Magic awareness

At this stage people explain the events and forces that shape their lives in terms of

myths, magic or powers beyond their understanding and control. They tend to be

fatalistic, passively accepting whatever happens to them as fate or "God's will".

Usually no one has been blamed for the suffered hardships and abuses. People endure

these as facts of life about which they cannot (and should not) do anything. Although

the problems are great- poor health, poverty, lack of work etc.- they commonly deny

them. People are being exploited, but at the same time they are dependent upon those

with authority and power, whom they fear and try to please. They conform

themselves to the image given to them by those on top (authorities, big landholders,

religious leaders etc.). They consider themselves inferior, unable to master the skills

and ideas of persons they believe are "better" than themselves. The following example

illustrates magic awareness:

Talking with campesinos in Ecuador about their lives and work on the hacienda. They
said: "If the hacienda owner is bad, the oppressed must conform to his will and wait
for him to become good. What can be done ? Nothing. What should be done ?
Wait. What have you done ? Wait. What will you do ? Wait some more (Smith
and Alschuler, 1976: 22).

B. Naive awareness

Persons at the naive stage of awareness no longer passively accept the hardships of

being "on the bottom". Rather an adaption has been made in order to make the best

of the situation. However, they continue to accept the values, rules and social order

defined by the leaders. In fact, they try to imitate these leaders as much as possible.

For example, the clothing, hair styles, and language of outsiders have been adopted.

At the same time, they tend to reject or look down upon their own people's customs

and beliefs. They blame the hardships of the poor on their ignorance and lack of

ambition. No attempt has been made to critically examine or change the social order.

An example of naive awareness is described below:

In many parts of the world, little children are more and more bottle fed. In spite of the
fact that the old tradition of breast feeding is safer, better and cheaper. The popularity
of bottle feeding is partly due to promotion of international companies. The women
change to bottle feeding practices because the western babies in the advertisements
looked more healthy and fatter than their own children (Werner and Bower, 1982:
1-11I.
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C. Critical awareness

When persons begin to develop critical awareness, they look more carefully at the

causes of poverty and other human problems. Things are explained more through

observation and reason than through myth or magic. These people start to question

values, rules, and expectations passed down by those in control. They discover that

not individuals, but the social system itself, is responsible for the inequality, the

injustice and the suffering. These persons discover that the system is set up for the

benefit of a minority group, to favour the few at the expense of many others. Yet they

see that those in power are in some ways also weak and are also dehumanized by the

system. Critically aware persons come to realize that only by changing the norms and

procedures of organized society the most serious ills of both the rich and the poor can

be corrected. As their awareness deepens, these persons also begin to feel better

about themselves. They take new pride in their origins and traditions. Yet they are

also self-critical and flexible. Neither the old nor the new standards have been

rejected. As soon as their self-confidence grows, they begin to work with others to

change what is unacceptable in the social system. Their observations and critical

reasoning lead to positive action (figure 3).

ARE TOOTHBRUSHES
GOOD OR BAD FOR

MO»T PEOPLE'S
TEETH »

BAD •' SCHOOLS AND DENTISTS
TEACH U* THAT WE NEED A
TOoTHftRUSH TO CLEAN OUR
OUT MOAT Of US CAN'T AFFORD
ONE. SO WE LET OUR TEETH ftOT.'

I NEVER LOOKED \
AT cr THAT WAV j

1»EFORE- DID

ACTUALLY,
WE CAN KEEP

OUR TEETH
CLEAN WITH A STICK

OR OUR FIN6ER. So FOR
OF US. TOOTHBRUSHES CAUSE

OUR TEETH MORE HARM THAN

Figure 3. An example of critical awareness (Werner and Bower, 1982: 20-27).
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In reality, of course, nobody is at only one stage of awareness. Many people are

fatalistic of some things, naive of other issues and at the same time critically aware of

another point. Still to reflect one of these stages can be useful when working with the

community. To enhance the self-confidence of the target group it is important to start

with a subject of which the people are already critically aware of. When people are

critically aware of a topic they are more likely to take actions to improve their

situation. To determine to which stage of awareness the target group belongs, three

types of questions can be asked. These three types of questions are related to:

naming, reflecting and acting. Examples of the accompanying questions of each type

are described below (Smith and Alschuler, 1976: 17, 18, 21):

a. Naming: What are the most dehumanizing problems of your life ?

Should things be as they are ? How should they be ?

b. Reflecting: Why are things this way ? Who or what is to blame ?

What is your role in the situation ?

c. Acting: What can be done to solve those problems ? What

should be done ? What have you done or what will

you do ?

The answers to these questions can give an indication to which stage the people

belong. Starting with these questions provides basic information about the community

and their considerations.

2.2.2 What are participatory methods ?

The participatory approaches are different from most educational situations, because

the questions that are raised during the group dialogues have no predetermined

answers. There is no expert who has the answers ready and whose job it is to pass

his knowledge on to others. Everyone can learn from each other. The distinction

between "teacher" and "student" fades away. In the training field of today the most

widely used training approach is what is known as didactic teaching. The traditional

didactic style is a content-focused approach in which information is largely passed into

one direction from the outside expert to the learner. The participatory style is a

learner-centered approach in which the focus is on the learner's developing abilities

and skills to diagnose and solve his own problems (Srinivasan, 1990: 24).
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The trainer's role is mainly one of asking questions. These questions should help the

group members see the world around them as a situation that challenges them to

change it, not as something unchangeable and beyond their control (Werner and

Bower, 1982: 26-16). Unlike traditional teaching methods which have emphasized the

transfer of knowledge, messages or contents pre-selected by outside specialists,

participative training methods focus more on the development of human capacities to

assess, choose, plan, create, organize and take initiatives. These aims are synthesized

in the following five characteristics of the so-called SARAR approach (Srinivasan,

1990: 22):

Self-esteem of groups and individuals is acknowledged and enhanced by

recognizing that they have the creative and analytic capacity to identify and

solve their own problems.

Associative strengths: the methodology recognizes that when people form

groups, they become stronger and develop the capacity to act together.

Resourcefulness: each individual is a potential resource to the community. The

method seeks to develop the resourcefulness and creativity of groups and

individuals in seeking solutions to their problems.

Action planning: to solve problems is central to the method. Change can be

achieved only if groups plan and carry out appropriate actions.

Responsibility: the following-through is taken over by the group. Actions that

are planned must be carried out. Only through such responsible participation do

results become meaningful.

Participative training methods foster a process of human development, but they do not

take place in a vacuum. They are supported by a number of practical experimental

activities which engage learners in creative problem solving and provide opportunities

for new forms of self-expression.
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Figure 4 shows a picture that can be used as a tool to come to a new form of self-

expression of the target group:

One of the pictures used in a Guatemalan workshop was the picture of a parrot (figure
A). At the first glance the picture does not seem very interesting - hardly a discussion
starter for helping develop greater critical awareness, but it proved to be a good
introduction to a discussion. The leader starts with questions like:
What do we see in this picture ? What are these birds doing and where are they ?
From the discussion about the birds the members of the group begin to reflect on their
own lives and experiences. They asked themselves: In what ways are we free ? How
could we become more free or live more according to our human nature ? What stops
us ? (Werner and Bower, 1982: 26-26).

Figure 4 . Picture that can be used in participative education programmes (Werner

and Bower, 1982: 26-26).

Helping people to realize that they themselves have the capacity to understand and

change their situation is not easy. This is especially true for persons who have learned

to silently endure their misfortunes and who see themselves as persons who are

powerless, ignorant and hopeless. But these are the persons for whom a more critical

understanding of their situation can be the bridge toward a healthier life (Werner and

Bower, 1982: 26-16).
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2.3 COMMUNICATION

Until now information was given about planning a hygiene education programme and

on the participatory approach of hygiene education. Hygiene education works through

communication. Communication is sharing verbal and nonverbal information (including

ideas, emotions, knowledge and skills) among two or more persons. Communication

involves at least two persons. One person is telling or showing something to the

other, who reacts by telling or showing something to the first. In technical terms, the

first person is the source who is sending the message to the receiver, the second

person. When the aim of communication is to influence knowledge, attitudes and

behaviour conductive to health, it is the quality of the communication which comes

into focus. Communication helps to equip people with facts, ideas and attitudes they

need to make informed decisions about their health.

The communication process can be summarized in one sentence (McGuire, 1985:

258):

Who says what, via what medium, to whom directed at what kind of target.

These five variables (who, what, medium, whom, and target) can be manipulated by

the designer of the hygiene education programme. Below a brief description of these

variables is given.

1. Who (source) refers to the characteristics of the person(s) or organizations

from which the communication messages comes from, e.g. the health worker,

national radio station. People are exposed to communication messages from

many different sources. They are more likely to believe a message from a

person or organization they trust. Source credibility is an important determinant

of effective communication methods.

Another important characteristic of the source is the extent to which he has

the same age, culture, educational level, experiences as the receiver. A person

with a similar background as the community-members is more likely to share

the language, ideas, motivations.
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The following example shows the importance of source similarity:

Mrs Tome is an experienced midwife. She tells the women in the village not to
eat eggs when they are pregnant. If they eat eggs they would give birth to
unhealthy children. The women follow her advice and they do not eat eggs.
Even if the western doctor gives them a different advice. The village women
respect the midwife and follow her recommendations. They may not want to
listen to a young doctor who, in addition, may come from a different country
(WHO, 1988: 11).

2. What refers to the message characteristics. Examples of these characteristics

are: what is stated in or omitted from the message; how the message contents

are organized; quantitative aspects such as length and repetition. The message

must entertain and attract the attention of the community. It must be built on

ideas, concepts and practices that people already possess. Many religious and

supernatural beliefs are concerned with water quality, sanitation and proper

hygiene practices. These beliefs can be used as means of communicating the

message, for example, ritual washing (Education for health, 1988: 8). The

message should be formulated using simple language with local expressions

and should emphasize short term benefits of action (Hubley, 1987: 4).

Loevinsohn (1990: 791) has found that health education can be successful in

improving health if the number of messages is limited and if they are repeated

frequently.

3. Medium or channel through which the message is transmitted. There are two

main groups of methods: a) interpersonal and b) mass-media. Interpersonal or

"person-to-person" methods involve face to face interaction between the

"who" and the receiver. The strength of interpersonal communication is the

opportunity for giving feedback, asking questions, clarification of the

messages, exchange of feelings and ideas etc. Interpersonal communication

can be a strong tool in influencing knowledge, attitudes and practices for

health improvement. However, when interpersonal communication is used in a

one-way teaching method, with the hygiene educator telling the target group

what to do, it will rarely be effective. Interpersonal communication should be

used as much as possible for participatory communication methods.
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For example, dialogue, group discussions, sharing of experiences and joint

problem-solving (Hubley, 1988b: 12). Changes in behaviour and adoptions of

practices are more likely the result of interpersonal methods than of the use of

mass-media.

Mass-media include the broadcast media like radio and television as well as the

printed media like newspapers, books, leaflets and wall posters. The main

characteristic they share is that they do not involve face-to-face interaction

between source and receiver. Mass-media can be used for spreading simple

information to a community and for awareness raising purposes. Mass-media

are rarely influential enough to bring about changes in behaviour.

Traditional channels of communication such as songs, drama and story-telling

can be used in hygiene education. When methods and media are "home made"

they have the advantage of being tailor made to the target community (Hubley,

1988b: 36). An example of locally designed educational material is given in

figure 5* This picture was designed in Thailand. The message of this picture

can be formulated as follows: "always wash your hands before preparing food,

giving food to your child and after latrine use". With respect to channel

factors, as many as possible different methods must be used to convey the

messages (Hubley, 1987: 4; Liedekerken et al., 1990: 55; Loevinsohn, 1990:

791).

•fash

Figure 5. An example of locally designed educational material (Sent by a

respondent from Thailand).
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4. Whom. Another class of variables in any communication situation refers to the

personal characteristics of the receiver or audience. Some of the main

characteristics of the audience that need to be taken into account are: age,

educational level, beliefs and interests, readiness to change, patterns of

communication and personal features such as gender and ethnicity. Some of

these characteristics will depend on the personal background, other are part of

the cultural heritage of a community.

The following example illustrates the importance of taking into account the

characteristics of the target group:

In Yemen, a nurse was trying to convince a mother to breast-feed her children.
The nurse explained that breast-feeding was easy, cheap and best for infants.
These arguments appeared to getting nowhere. Another nurse who happened
to overhear the conversation pointed out to the women that breast-feeding
helped men have closer bonds with their mothers. This interjection, more in
consonance with the women's values, seemed to have great effect (Favin et
a/., 1986: 42).

5. Target. These factors refer to the specific target at which the communication

message is aimed. For example, an immediate or long-term change, a change

on a specific issue or across a whole ideological system. The promoted actions

must be realistic and feasible within the constraints faced by the community

(Hubley, 1987: 4). The objective of a communication message has a number of

distinct components. It should specify What change should take place; how

much of that change should take place; who should change and which channel

or method should be used. An example of such an objective can be formulated

as follows:

Three weeks after the nurses had visited the mothers, 80% of the mothers
with children younger than five years should wash their hands after changing
nappies of their child, in village x.

Communication can be defined as the exchange of information. In most cases the aim

is not only to exchange information but also to promote an improvement in health

through behaviour change. In order to achieve these objectives the communication

process must pass through a number of stages (Hubley, 1988b: 23-39).
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Stage one: Getting attention.

No matter how good a communication method is, it will not be effective unless

it is seen or heard by the intended audience. It is essential to carry out

research on the target group to find out where they go, what their listening

and reading habits are etc. The messages should be directed at places where

the people are going to see or hear them. A common cause of failure of

programmes is "preaching to the converted". For example, a poster is placed in

the health centre so it is only seen by mothers who have already brought their

child to this centre.

Stage two: Holding attention.

It is not enough merely reaching the audience. Any communication method

should attract a person's attention so that she/he will read or listen to it and

understand the message. If a communication method fails to gain the target

group's attention it will not be effective. Examples of such failure are: a poster

lacks striking features or it does not stand out compared with attractive

commercial advertisements. Careful thought about the design of a poster,

colour, size, lettering and use of pictures can increase its likelihood of gaining

people's attention. Also the communication method which attracts attention

deals with subjects the target group wants to know something about, i.e. fit in

with their felt needs and interests. People like to be entertained. The

communication can be made attractive by using a variety of methods.

Stage three: Understanding the message.

Once a person pays attention to a message, she/he tries to understand it. A

person's interpretation of the message depends on many things.

Misunderstanding can easily take place, for example: when the message

contains a complex language and unfamiliar technical words, unfamiliar

subjects, too much information in the radio programme, poster or leaflet.

Special attention should be paid to, so called, visual illiteracy. When people are

not so much exposed to pictures they can easily misinterpret it. To overcome

this kind of problems the educational materials should be locally designed and

carefully pre-tested before use.
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Stage four: Promoting change.

A communication message should not only be received and understood, but

should also result in changes in behaviour. The different variables discussed

earlier (Who, what, medium, whom and target) are all relevant to achieve

changes in behaviour. For example, if the source has a low credibility according

to the community, it is unlikely that the message has any impact.

Stage five: Changing behaviour.

In this stage the factors which are mentioned in phase four of the framework

of Green et al. (1991) must be taken into account (predisposing, reinforcing

and enabling factors). A communication method may result in a change in

beliefs and attitudes but may still not influence behaviour. For example, a

woman who is not allowed to use family planning methods by her husband

(reinforcing factor). Part of this stage is also learning skills to perform the

advocated behaviour.

Stage six: Improving health.

Improvements in health will only take place if the behaviours are selected

carefully so that they really do influence health. This depends largely on

successful application of epidemiology to the understanding of the causes of ill

health (Hubley, 1988b: 38). An important issue is that the new behaviour must

be maintained in order to achieve also long-term benefits.

The six stages and the five variables mentioned above can be put into a matrix (table

1). This matrix can be used for developing the actual hygiene education message. Not

all the thirty cells may be filled in easily. In practical situations, the matrix can be

useful as a kind of checklist. To use the matrix in this way, each cell can be

considered as a question.
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For example, which source gets most attention (cell 1); which message is best

understood (cell 9).

Table 1. Matrix for developing a hygiene education message (Adapted from
Hubley 1986: 25 and McGuire, 1981: 45).

GETS
ATTENTION

GAINS
ATTENTION

IS
UNDERSTOOD

IS
ACCEPTED

CHANGES
BEHAVIOUR

CHANGES
HEALTH

WHO

cell 1

WHAT

cell 9

MEDIUM WHOM TARGET

Failures in the communication process can take place at each of the six stages

described above. It is important to try out the methods and materials first with a

sample of the intended audience before it will be used in the whole community. This

process of trying out the communication is called pre-testing (see also paragraph 2.1,

phase 6).

In this chapter theoretical background information has been given on how to plan the

hygiene education, what a participation approach is and what needs to be taken into

account when choosing the right communication method. In the next chapter the

survey design will be described.
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STUDY DESIGN

This chapter deals with the study design of the investigation. In this study it was

investigated what hygiene educators see as factors that contribute to the success of

the programme in which they have been working. This was one of the first attempts

to collect the same information from many experienced hygiene educators in one

study. If relatively little is known about a certain subject, qualitative methods can be

used to get a deeper insight in that particular area (Swanborn and Rademaker, 1982:

50). Therefore, in this study qualitative methods were used. The results of this study

can be used as a basis for further investigations. Qualitative measures tend to produce

data in the language of the subjects. To collect qualitative data open-ended questions

and semi-structured interviews are commonly used (Green and Lewis, 1986: 151).

More specifically, this study can be seen as a kind of illuminative evaluation. An

illuminative evaluation is used for innovating or developing programmes. Because of

the relatively short history of developing and implementing hygiene education

programmes they have not been investigated and evaluated so well. Therefore these

programmes remain still in a developing stage. One of the questions that can be asked

within the context of illuminative evaluation is: "What does programme personnel

consider to be the programme's strengths and weaknesses" (Green and Lewis, 1986:

162), Answering this kind of question can help to obtain a thorough understanding of

the hygiene education programme. The obtained information can also be useful in

developing more successful hygiene education programmes in the future. The main

question of this investigation is:

Which factors contribute to the success of hygiene education programmes, according

to practical experienced hygiene educators ?
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Factors that contribute to the success will not be defined here. Each respondent had

to cite factors which, in their opinion, contribute to the success of the hygiene

education programme in which they are working.

Success can be defined at three levels in the programme. The first level is related to

the educational outreach, for example, the number of posters distributed. The

second level of success is dealing with changes in knowledge, behaviour and

so on. The third level of success can only be measured after a long time

because it deals with changes in the quality of live (Favin et al., 1986: 36).

Hygiene education is defined as all activities aimed at encouraging behaviour and

conditions which help to prevent water and sanitation related diseases (Boot,

1991: 4). Often hygiene education is related to water and sanitation projects.

Practical experienced hygiene educators are persons who are practising hygiene

education themselves or are strongly involved in hygiene education

programmes.

To obtain an answer to the main question, three data collecting methods were used.

These methods are: questionnaires, interviews and case-studies. Four items of the

questionnaire were particularly important. These four questions were presented to all

the respondents in order to collect more or less the same information from them.

Answers to these four items can be helpful to provide a thorough understanding of the

hygiene education programme in which the respondents were engaged. The main four

questions were stated as follows (the numbers in brackets refer to the corresponding

numbers of the questions in the questionnaire (see annex I)):

• What do you consider to be the strong points of the hygiene education

programme ? (10)

• What problems and bottlenecks do you face in the hygiene

education programme ? (11)

* How would you like to improve or change the hygiene education

programme ? (12)

* What advice do you have for your colleagues on how to make a hygiene

education programme successful ? (13)
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3.1 CHARACTERISTICS AND SAMPLING METHODS OF THE RESPONDENTS

The respondents in this study were field experienced hygiene educators. These

hygiene educators have been working in hygiene education programmes all over the

world. Each respondent related the answers to the hygiene education programme in

which she/he has been working. The hygiene educators were selected through a

nonprobability sampling method. This method may be applied if not all the sampling

units are known or identifiable. In this study not all the persons who are involved in

hygiene education could be identified, so this kind of sampling method may be

justified. More specifically, the used sampling method was the strategic informant

sampling method. Strategic informant samples consist of persons in key positions or

roles who are assumed to be exceptionally knowledgeable about the phenomena under

study (Green and Lewis, 1986: 234). As the experienced hygiene educators are

specialists in issues related to hygiene education programmes this kind of sampling

method was applicable. More information on methods of data collection is given

below.

3.2 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION

To collect the information from the selected hygiene educators three methods were

used:

Questionnaires;

Interviews;

Case-studies.

These three data collecting methods were chosen to contact as many hygiene

educators as possible. All the hygiene educators were presented the same questions.

These questions can be found in annex I. Specific information on the questionnaires,

interviews and case-studies is described in separate paragraphs.
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3.2.1 Questionnaires

The questionnaire was sent to persons who are appointed as hygiene educators or

who are strongly involved in hygiene education programmes. Often these persons

have been working in developing countries. The addresses of the hygiene educators

were obtained from the professional staff of the IRC. They were asked if they knew

people who were involved in hygiene education programmes. Other appropriate

addresses were found in CAS (Computer Address System) of the IRC. Some

questionnaires were sent to persons who had published relevant articles in scientific

periodicals. All the hygiene educators who appeared to be qualified, according to my

supervisor at the IRC and myself, received the questionnaire. Most hygiene educators

were stationed abroad. But some of them were staying in the Netherlands. Only if

they were not eligible for an interview, they received the questionnaire.

In total 91 questionnaires were sent to places all over the world. Each of the selected

persons received a questionnaire, an accompanying letter, a return envelop and the

promise that, if they would return the questionnaire, they would receive an abstract of

this study. Some staff members of the IRC also enclosed a personal letter with the

questionnaire because the addressees were personal friends of them. This might be an

extra incentive to return the filled in questionnaire. The persons approached had

approximately six weeks' time to return the filled in questionnaire. It required a lot of

time to send the questionnaire to very distant countries and remote areas. In advance

it was decided not to send a reminder to persons who had not succeeded to return the

questionnaire in time.

Before the questionnaire was sent, the contents were checked by four experts of the

IRC. One of them completed the questionnaire to pre-test it. Because this completed

questionnaire contained a lot of information, it was also analyzed together with the

received questionnaires of the actual investigation. The final version of the

questionnaire and the accompanying letter can be found in annex I.
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3.2.2 Interviews

The interviewees were persons who:

were staying in the Netherlands at the moment of the interview;

had been involved in hygiene education activities in water and sanitation

projects until recently.

In total twelve persons were interviewed. Seven addresses of the interviewees were

obtained from the professional staff of the IRC. These persons were not very difficult

to contact because personal references could be made. However, some more

interviews were planned and other appropriate persons had to be found. The "list of

addresses" of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs was used to locate (Dutch)

organizations that are dealing with water and sanitation projects. After a lot of phone

calls and letters to explain the purpose of the interview, 5 other persons agreed to be

interviewed.

In order to collect the qualitative data, semi-structured interviews were used. In semi-

structured interviews, the questions are determined beforehand. In this study the 18

items of the questionnaire (see annex I) were used. The answers remained open-

ended. The interviewee could give the information she or he would like to give, but at

least the pre-determined questions had to be answered. The advantage of this way of

interviewing was that more or less the same information could be collected during all

the interviews. This facilitated the analyzing and comparison afterwards. As the

answers were open-ended, indepth information and understanding were also gained.

Before the actual interviews started a "pretest" interview was taken. The information

of this interview was very useful so this was also analyzed. During the interviews

some adaptations to the style of interviewing were made to improve the quality of the

obtained information. For example, the answer to the question "What bottlenecks did

you face in the hygiene education programme ?" was always: "there were no

bottlenecks". After stating the question as follows "Afterwards, what would you have

changed in the hygiene education programme ?", a more informative answer was

given. Every interview took one to two hours. Nearly all the persons were interviewed

at their places. The interviews were tape recorded. Only one interviewee raised

objections against tape recording the interview. Afterwards the entire interview was

typed out and analyzed.
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3.2.3 Case-studies

It was very difficult to find appropriate case-studies, i.e. well described cases of

hygiene education programmes in water and sanitation projects. The key-words which

were used to detect the case-studies in the several libraries were: hygiene education,

water and sanitation, health education, communication and participation. In addition to

this, volumes of relevant scientific periodicals were investigated in order to find

appropriate case-studies. These periodicals were Hygie, Education for Health, Dialogue

on Diarrhoea, Health for the Millions, Waterlines, Bulletin of WHO, Health Education

Quarterly and so on. Although a lot of case-studies related to hygiene education were

found, only a few were well described. The criterion to include or exclude a certain

case-study was: all the questions of the questionnaire (see annex I) could be

answered. Unfortunately it was not possible to find descriptions of case-studies which

met this criterion. Therefore, it was not applied that strictly. The ultimate criterion was

that at least the four main questions (10, 11, 12, 13) should be answered. A short

description of the hygiene education programme should also be part of the case-study.

The first case-studies were found in the library of the IRC. In this library a huge

amount of information, studies, articles and books, about water and sanitation can be

found. However, in this library only four studies met the criteria. The libraries of the

Royal Tropical Institute in Amsterdam, the RIVM in Bilthoven, the University of

Maastricht and the library of the "Gezondheidsraad" in The Hague were also visited.

These visits resulted in the detection of two other appropriate case-studies.

It was planned to analyze 10 to 15 case-studies but due to difficulties in finding

appropriate studies only six were actually analyzed.

3.3 METHODS OF DATA PROCESSING

The data obtained from the three data collecting methods - questionnaires, interviews

and case-studies - were analyzed in the same way. After the questionnaires were

returned, the interviews were taken and the case-studies were studied, a summary of

the obtained information was made. From each information source the answers to the

first 13 questions of the questionnaire were summarized and put into tables. These

tables can be found in annex II. After that the answers to the main questions (10, 11,

12, 13) were tallied per information source.
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For example, to question 10 (What do you consider to be the strong points of the

hygiene education programme ?) four interviewees answered: "There was a good

cooperation between the social and technical section of the project". If the answers

were related to the same issues they were grouped together. The detailed analysis of

the answers to the four questions can be found in annex III.

The five most frequently mentioned answers per question are described in the next

chapter. Each answer mentioned was equally taken into account. That is to say, while

counting the answers it did not matter whether the answer was obtained from a

questionnaire, an interview or a case-study. This could be done because from each

respondent more or less the same information was obtained. In total 31

questionnaires, 11 interviews and 6 case-studies (48 information sources) were

analyzed.
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RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION

In this chapter the results of the investigation are described. The emphasis in this

investigation was on four items in the questionnaire.

First, general information of the respondents, the water and sanitation projects and

hygiene education programmes is given. This information was obtained from the first

9 and the last 3 questions of the questionnaire. After that the five most frequently

mentioned answers to the main questions are described. Illustrative examples obtained

from the questionnaires, interviews and case-studies are also given.

4.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENTS

Questionnaires

In this part of the paragraph the respondents are the persons who returned the

questionnaires.

Only eight respondents are graduated health educators. Seventeen respondents have a

social professional background but they are not graduated health educators. They

received, for example, education in anthropology, community development and social

sciences. Six respondents had studied technical sciences. Sixteen respondents had

received additional training in hygiene education. Only one of the six persons with a

technical background received any specific training in hygiene education. Because it

was not the major focus of this study it is difficult to say something about differences

in approaches to hygiene education in relation to the professional background of the

hygiene educators. It seems that hygiene educators with a technical background used

more often top down approaches to education. In general, it may be said that

differences in given answers can not be related to differences in educational

backgrounds of the respondents.
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In total 91 questionnaires were sent to places all over the world. Finally 35 persons

(38.5%) returned the questionnaire. For this kind of mail survey this percentage is

quite high. In table 2 an overview is given to which region the questionnaires were

sent and where from they were returned.

Table 2. Overview to which region the questionnaires were sent and from which
they were returned.

Middle East

Asia

Africa

South America

Europe/USA

Number of
questionnaires sent

4

27

37

9

13

Number of
questionnaires
received

5 (125%)

11 (41%)

12 (32%)

3 (33%)

4 (31%)

Four respondents (from Europe and the USA) sent a letter to mention that they could

not fill in the questionnaire because of lack of experience in hygiene education

programmes. Therefore, not 35 questionnaires but 31 (34.4%) questionnaires were

analyzed. Four questionnaires were sent to the Middle East and five persons returned

the filled in questionnaire. The reason for this was that one respondent in the Middle

East had asked her colleague to fill in the questionnaire also. The relatively high

response from Asia may be ascribed to personal contacts of the staff of the IRC in

that area.

Interviews

In total twelve persons were interviewed. One of the twelve interviews was not useful

for this study because the interviewee was not really involved in hygiene education in

developing countries. The majority of the interviewees had received some kind of

social education. One of the interviewees had studied health education and one had

studied French. Nearly all of them had been working one to three years in the project

they referred to during the interview. Three of the interviewees had worked in Asia

and eight of them in Africa. The twelfth interviewee did not work in a developing

country.
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Case-studies

Due to difficulties in finding adequate case-studies, only six were analyzed. The

professional background of the persons working in the described programmes was not

always clear. Three of them received training in health education and communication.

It was not known what the professional background was of the other persons. It was

also not known how long they had been working in the programmes described in the

case-studies. One case-study was related to a project in the Middle East, one to a

project in Asia, three to projects in Africa and one to a project in South America.

4.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HYGIENE EDUCATION PROGRAMMES

The hygiene education programmes in which the respondents were working, were

nearly all part of water supply and sanitation projects. Only one of these education

programmes had no direct relation with the provision of water and sanitation facilities.

Improvement of the quality of life was the main objective in 26 of the water and

sanitation projects. Other project objectives were, for example, provision of

sustainable water and sanitation and to decrease the workload of women.

The modal class of the total intended coverage of the project was 10.000-50.000

people. The range of the coverage went from 600 people to over 22 million people.

Sometimes the project area covered only one or two villages, for example, in Senegal.

And sometimes the project covered the whole country for instance in Guinea-Bisseau.

The type of water and sanitation improvements in the projects were mainly concerned

with the provision of water and sanitation facilities, for example, the provision of

latrines, handpumps, solid waste collection and disposal facilities.

The general structure of the organization and implementation of the hygiene education

activities can be described as follows. Often the head of the project was an expatriate

supervisor. She/he supervised relatively high educated local and/or expatriate staff.

This staff should go to the villages to train the educators at village level. The local

educators were presumed to provide the hygiene education to the community.
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In the example below, a description of such a hygiene education programme in Yemen

is given:

"A team of 4 Yemeni women under supervision of a Dutch expert is going about 8
times on successive weeks in the afternoon to a village where the water supply
project is under construction. That afternoon two health education sessions for
women were planned, in two different houses. There is a programme for the different
subjects and the women have been thoroughly trained in implementing the
programme. Sometimes a village walk is done to see of some if the visible advices are
followed up. Sometimes some lessons are given at the school. Sometimes the Dutch
expert is having some sessions with the men. If the village has health services, a male
and/or female supervisor of the provincial Health Office is going with the team and the
primary health care workers are integrated in the programme. The introduction to this
programme is given to the men by the project staff" <Q-1).

In general, the hygiene education programme objectives were not so well described.

Examples of bad described objectives are: "effective behaviour change" (Q-25) or "to

contribute towards eradication of guinea worm" (Q-21). An example of a more

specified objective is: "dish washing immediately after eating" (Q-8). The best

described hygiene education objective was stated as follows: "75% of the children

younger than four years of age should have been correctly rehydrated" (C-6). Even

though in this objective it was not clear when this percentage had to be achieved.

4.3 THE RESULTS RELATED TO THE FOUR MAIN QUESTIONS

In this paragraph answers to the four focus questions are reported. These questions

are (The number in brackets refers to the number of that item in the questionnaire):

* What do you consider to be the strong points of the hygiene

education programme ? (10)

* What problems and bottlenecks do you face in the hygiene education

programme ? (11)

* How would you like to improve or change the hygiene education

programme ? (12)

* What advice do you have for your colleagues on how to make a hygiene

education programme successful ? (13)
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In the tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 the results of the separate analyses of the questionnaires,

interviews and case-studies are combined. The five most frequently mentioned

answers were put into these four tables. The figures refer to how many times that

answer was given in the questionnaires (Q), interviews (I) and case-studies (C). Each

table is related to one of the four questions. A detailed analysis of the answers to the

focus questions can be found in annex III.

Table 3. Five most important issues related to the strong points of the hygiene
education programme (hyed).

Well chosen education methods

Hyed was based on a community
diagnosis

Already existing personnel and
organizations were used

Local people were educators and staff
members

Women were involved in the hyed

Q
(n = 31)

16

13

8

10

6

1
(n = 11)

11

2

2

1

1

C
(n = 6)

3

2

3

0

3

total
(n = 48)

30

17

13

11

10

Most of the respondents saw as a strong point in their hygiene education programme

that well chosen education methods were used. According to these respondents, well

chosen education methods were adapted to the target group. These methods had to

be attractive and understandable. It was also necessary that people should be

interested and motivated to go to the hygiene education meeting. Different methods

were used to make the hygiene education meeting more pleasant to attend. In Zambia

a theatre-group started the education programme with singing well-known local songs.

The villagers became curious of what was going on. They came closer to the theatre-

group and started to listen and dance. After song singing, the theatre group performed

a play about, for example, a woman who did not use the special bucket to get water

from the well. After the play the villagers could discuss this topic. In India the women

were offered tea and biscuits during the hygiene education meeting to make it more

attractive for them to attend.
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Another strong point of the hygiene education programme was that it was based on a

community diagnosis. Although the respondents mentioned the same concept, they

interpreted it different. Some of them defined a community diagnosis as a KAP-study

(Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices study). Other respondents referred to a

community diagnosis as follows: "Let the community diagnose their felt needs and

plan with them how to solve the existing problems. Themes and topics can be

selected to help to educate the community" (1*2).

The use of already existing personnel and organizations was seen as a strong point

because the hygiene education could be integrated in the daily life of the community.

No new personnel had to be contracted and paid. The organizations could also be

useful to gain an entry into the community.

It was also seen as a strong point to contract local staff. In the Philippines the hygiene

educators were a local midwife and a local dietician. They provided the hygiene

education. These women spoke the local language and were familiar with the habits

and customs in that community.

Many respondents emphasized the importance of involving women in hygiene

education programmes. There were several reasons for this. One of the reasons was

that in some areas women have the major responsibility for water, sanitation and

family health. They also have to take care of the children. Another reason for involving

women in the programme was related to awareness raising of the position of women

in that community. Some respondents mentioned the following measures to enhance

the position of women: "This approach was developed with the conviction that

women could not voice their needs because of lack of self-consciousness and self-

esteem and excessive respect for men. Hence the key concept in this approach is

awareness building about the women's capabilities" (Q-11) or "Women meet educated

women in the meetings. This has a significant impact on them. They see that women

can be educated and they become more interested in education" (Q-10).
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Table 4. Five most important issues related to the bottlenecks of the hygiene
education programme.

Lack of well trained and motivated staff

Problems with adequate planning

Lack of cooperation between field and
organizational level

Community does not feel involved in
the hyed

Lack of cooperation between social and
technical section

Q
(n = 31)

16

18

10

15

7

I
(n = 11)

8

3

9

1

7

C
(n = 6)

3

5

2

0

1

total
(n«48)

27

26

21

16

15

The most frequently mentioned bottleneck was lack of well trained and motivated

staff. It was sometimes very difficult to find well educated personnel, this was

especially the case with women. A respondent clearly illustrated this point: "In

Yemen, it is very difficult to get women who are well trained and allowed to work in

the project. Even when they are hired they can be removed suddenly because their

father, husband or brother will not accept rumours that are spread in town" (Q-5).

One of the reasons why local staff was not so motivated was that they did not

achieve any kind of incentives. Sometimes the local educators were paid but the

wages were very low. In general, the educators who were working in the field earned

even less. In Guinea-Bisseau the maintenance engineer of the handpump received a

bicycle as an incentive. Unfortunately, he had not enough money to repair the bicycle

when it broke down.

Related to adequate planning strategies of hygiene education programmes, the most

important problem was lack of time. A respondent from Egypt stated it as follows:

"Usually projects are limited in time and finance, not taking into consideration that

human behaviour change is a long process" (Q-2). Another issue related to proper

timing of the hygiene education was: "The programme was timed during the farming

period and market days. This resulted in poor response by the people" (Q-26). These

examples illustrate that time phasing of the hygiene education programme have to be

done very carefully.
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The third bottleneck was lack of good cooperation between field levels of the project

and governmental levels. Governmental levels range from village level to higher

decision levels. An extreme example of lack of cooperation was derived from the

Philippines. The project was threatened sometimes because the government had

labelled the NGO as a dangerous communist organization. More often bad cooperation

was mentioned in relation to slow decision making or delayed release of budget by

governmental organizations.

The fourth bottleneck was that the community did not feel involved in the hygiene

education programme, because it had other interests and priorities. Especially in poor

areas income generating activities were more important to the target group than

attending a hygiene education session. Sometimes it was very difficult to reach the

poorest people.

Also big problems regarding the cooperation and integration of the social section and

the technical section of the project were mentioned. One interviewee experienced a lot

of problems related to working relationships with the technical staff. She started

working in the villages to prepare the community for the installation of water and

sanitation facilities. This preparation phase took well over a year. Sometimes, already

after a few months the technical section started with drilling wells. Other times the

technical section did not even come to the village and the prepared community did not

receive the facilities at all.

Table 5. Five most important issues related to the recommended improvements
in the hygiene education programme.

Work closely with the target group

Better cooperation between social and
technical section

Hyed based on a community diagnosis

Conduct a monitoring and evaluation
methods

Better cooperation between field and
organizational level

Q
(n = 31)

8

8

8

7

6

I
(n = 11)

3

0

0

0

1

C
(n = 6)

0

1

1

1

0

total
(n = 48)

11

9

9

8

7
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The most frequently mentioned improvement was: work more closely with the target

group. For example, in Lesotho the pitso (general public meeting) could be used in the

initial stages of the programme in order to involve the entire community in the hygiene

education activities. These public meetings should be followed by group-discussions,

home visits etc.

Special emphasis was put on an improvement of the relationship between technical

staff and social staff. It was seen as an important factor that in order to achieve any

success the social and technical sections must cooperate and integrate well.

The hygiene education programmes should be based on a community diagnosis

according to nine respondents. Related to this issue, the respondents mentioned that

they would have set goals in cooperation with the target group. The programme

should be more adapted to the needs and wishes of the people.

The fourth recommended improvement was related to monitoring and evaluation

activities. More attention should be paid to what is really done in the community, how

it is done and what is the result of that particular activity. From Bolivia the following

illustration was derived: "Realistic evaluation criteria should be agreed upon at the

outset by all parties to the project, including the communities" (C-6).

Not only on field level better cooperation and integration was needed. But also related

to higher decision levels this was seen as an important issue. Without support of

governmental levels it was very difficult to implement the hygiene education

programme properly. Especially in relation to continuation of the programme this was

an important factor. A respondent from India stated this point as follows: "The

hygiene education programme should be planned and organized in such a way that the

government department is able to take over and not only continue work in the project

areas, but also be able to replicate the strategy in other villages" (Q-15).
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Table 6. Five most important issues related to the given advices to the hygiene
educators.

Base the hyed on a community diagnosis

Work closely with the target group

Plan/develop carefully the hyed programme

Obtain good cooperation between the social
and technical section

Choose carefully the education methods

Q
(n = 31)

19

11

8

5

0

1
(n = 11)

3

7

5

0

4

C
(n = 6)

4

0

2

5

4

total
<n=*48)

26

18

15

10

8

Nearly all the five mentioned advices have something to do with involving the target

group in all phases of the hygiene education programme.

Related to the community diagnosis the following advice stemmed from Ethiopia: "Let

the community diagnose their felt needs and plan with them how to solve the existing

problems. The educational methods can be selected accordingly" (Q-20). A

respondent from Kenya advised: "Listen to the community even when they seem

ignorant. Often they have a reason for every act or behaviour" (Q-28).

"Work closely with the target group" was the next important advice. One interviewee

said: "Let the people do it all themselves, your role is on the background. Only when

necessary discuss a certain approach" (I-3). The staff must consist of local people

because they know the situation, the habits, the taboos and they speak the same

language.

Advices related to planning that were received are: "Changes in behaviour in the

majority of the target group can not be expected until health education has been

carried out for a long time. Therefore ample time for the implementation of the

programme should be secured" (C-1) and "For the purpose of evaluation conduct a

baseline study and set clear and measurable objectives" (C-2). The recommended time

to obtain changes according to the respondents, ranged from six months to more than

seven years.
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Mainly in the interviews it was mentioned that one has to start with listening and

talking to the target group. Look around in the village and become familiar with the

existing organizations and circumstances. Their advice was not to start immediately

with planning and implementing the hygiene education programme.

The importance of good cooperation between the social and technical section was

already emphasized before. In Zambia a better understanding of social and technical

section was achieved through organizing a training course for both sections. After this

training course they were more able to cooperate with each other.

The fifth advice was concerning well chosen education methods. From Peru came the

following advice: "Choose the education method in consultation with the target group

and respect their advices and comments. Link the hygiene education message to

something that makes the lives of the target group more convenient" (Q-3O). Other

advices are: Use local methods and materials; make the education session pleasant to

attend; pre-test the hygiene education programme to find out if it is understood and

popular with the target group.

In the next chapter the results of this study will be discussed.
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DISCUSSION

This study was done in order to determine what practical experienced hygiene

educators saw as factors that contribute to the success of the hygiene education

programme in which they have been working. Information from field experienced

hygiene educators may contribute to the development of more successful hygiene

education programmes in the future. The main question in this study was formulated

as follows:

Which factors contribute to the success of hygiene education programmes, according

to practical experienced hygiene educators ?

To collect information on this subject three methods were used. These methods were:

questionnaires, interviews and case-studies.

The questions in the questionnaire were stated rather open-ended. It was surprising

that all the respondents interpreted the items in the same way. In contrary to what

might be expected, differences in the professional background of the respondents did

not result in differences in answers. Persons who had studied technical sciences tend

to use a bit more top down approaches than the social scientists. A probable

explanation for the lack of differences in answers is that hygiene education has a

short history. Therefore it is difficult to determine why a certain educator has better

results than another. The results may be due to the differences in educational

background of the hygiene educators. Perhaps other factors as enthusiasm and

motivation are of more importance. The main focus of this study was not to

investigate relations between the performance of the hygiene educators and their

educational background. Therefore no firm conclusions can be drawn about this topic.
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A lot of respondents mentioned that the hygiene education should be based on a

community diagnosis. The target group should be involved in all phases of planning

and implementing hygiene education programmes. But in many programmes neither a

community diagnosis was conducted nor did some kind of involvement of the target

group take place. Fortunately, the respondents mentioned it as a bottleneck or as

recommended improvement. They also gave the advice to involve the target group in

all phases of the hygiene education programme. Thus, although the community was

not involved in all hygiene education programmes this was seen as an important factor

to achieve success in hygiene education programmes.

Special emphasis was put on the role of women in the programme. Not only men but

also women should be involved in all phases of the hygiene education programme.

The bottleneck that was mentioned most frequently was lack of well trained and

motivated personnel. This was not surprising, because local staff was mostly always

underpaid and received hardly any reward for its work. The local staff lacked

materialistic support as well as emotional support. To get more motivated personnel,

staff should receive fair wages for its work. Local staff should also be trained,

supported and supervised regularly. The availability of well trained and motivated

personnel is an essential factor in order to achieve any success. Well trained local

staff might also be important to maintain the programme.

Related to planning many issues can be discussed. One of the most striking issues

was that hardly any project stated well defined and measurable goals. It would be

very difficult to measure any success when it is not clear what kind of goal has to be

achieved. Therefore, each programme should start with an adequate planning

strategy. This strategy should be done in close cooperation with (representatives of)

all persons that were involved in the hygiene education programme. Cooperation and

discussions with all the persons involved may also result in better understanding and

working relationships. This means not only good cooperation and communication

between staff and target group but also within the staff and between staff and higher

decision levels. If the community should be involved in all phases of the hygiene

education programme the education methods may be more adapted to the target

group. The target group can decide which methods seem to be appropriate in their

community and develop and implement it according to their wishes and needs.
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Unfortunately no other studies of this kind were found so comparison of the data is

not possible. In literature a lot is known about how to conduct successful hygiene

education programmes. It was remarkable that almost no respondent referred to a

certain theory or approach on which the hygiene education programme was based.

Almost all mentioned issues can be found in literature about health education. A

selection of three approaches to health education can be found in chapter 2. These

descriptions of approaches can be useful for the hygiene educators. Especially if they

want to know how to cope with certain problems in the hygiene education

programmes or if they do not have enough knowledge about a certain issue. For

example, it was frequently mentioned that the hygiene education should be based on a

community diagnosis. Sometimes the hygiene educators do not know how to conduct

a community diagnosis. Green et al. (1991) provide this kind of information in the

PRECEDE-PROCEED framework. More or less the same can be said about how to

choose the right communication methods. In paragraph 2.3 information about

communication methods is given.

One of the issues that has not been described so well in literature about health

education is related to better cooperation between field level of the project and higher

decision levels. This factor was very often mentioned by the respondents. Maybe this

information can be provided by experts in this particular area.

To come to the most frequently mentioned answers, each answer was of the same

importance. This does not implicate that the five most frequently mentioned answers

are of the same importance according to the different information sources. For

example: thirteen respondents saw as a strong point in their hygiene programme that

it was based on a community diagnosis. Only two interviewees mentioned that issue.

Nearly all the interviewees saw as a bottleneck lack of cooperation between the social

and technical section. Only seven answers related to this issue were described in the

questionnaire. More examples of this kind can be found in the tables 3, 4, 5 and 6.

The different frequencies between the information sources may be due to the

differences in data collecting methods. Each method has its own specific advantages

and weaknesses. Therefore the answers obtained from each data collecting method

show little differences in issues that were mentioned.
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Some potential sources of bias are described below. Most addresses of respondents

were obtained from the professional staff of the IRC. Although the IRC is an

independent organization with a lot of contacts all over the world this can be a source

of selection bias. However, some addresses of respondents were not obtained from

the IRC. These respondents did not mention different issues in comparison with the

answers of the respondents known by the IRC.

Another source of bias could be related to the analysis of the results. Because this is a

qualitative study it is very difficult to analyze the results objectively. First the

information was summarized. Everyone summarized the information according to

her/his own insights. After that, the issues were tallied. The issues had to be grouped

together because it was not practical to count all the issues separately. Sometimes it

was difficult to make a choice to which group of answers an issue belonged, therefore

it could also be a source of bias.

But although this kind of biases could be possibly made, it is very likely that the most

important factors were described in the results.
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter the main conclusions are described. At the end of the chapter some

suggestions for further investigation are made.

The following question was the main question of this investigation:

Which factors contribute to the success of hygiene education programmes, according

to practical experienced hygiene educators ?

The main focus in this investigation was on the items 10, 11, 12 and 13 of the

questionnaire (see annex I). The first two questions are related to what the hygiene

educators saw as strong points and bottlenecks in the hygiene education programme

they have been working in. The third question dealt with the recommended

improvements in the hygiene education programme. The last question was what kind

of advice the hygiene educators would like to give to their colleagues.

From each of the four questions the five most frequently mentioned issues are

described below. The numbers in brackets refer to how often that issue was

mentioned by the respondents (n = 48).

What do you consider to be the strong points of the hygiene education programme ?

* Well chosen education methods were used. (30)

* The hygiene education programme was based on a

community diagnosis. (17)

* Already existing personnel and organizations were used. (13)

* Local people were educators and staff members. (11)

* Women were involved in the hygiene education programme. (10)
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What problems and bottlenecks do you face In the hygiane aducation programme ?

* Lack of well trained and motivated staff. (27)

* Problems with an adequate planning. (26)

* Lack of cooperation between field and organizational level. (21)

* The target community does not feel involved in the

hygiene education programme. (16)

* Lack of cooperation between the social and technical section. (15)

How would you Ska to improve or change tha hygiene education programme ?

* Should have worked more closely with the target group. (11)

* There should be a better cooperation with the social and

technical section of the project. (9)

* The hygiene education should be based on a

community diagnosis. (9)

* Monitoring and evaluation should be conducted. (8)

* There should be a better cooperation between field and

organizational level. (7)

What advice do you have for your cotteagues on how to maka a hygiene education

programme successful ?

* Base the hygiene education programme on a community diagnosis. (26)

* Work closely with the target group. (18)

* Develop and plan carefully the hygiene education programme. (15)

* Obtain a good cooperation between the social and technical section

of the project. (10)

* Choose carefully the hygiene education methods. (8)

It can be concluded that the next four factors are mentioned most frequently by the

respondents in order to achieve successful hygiene education programmes.
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Especially the involvement of the target group in all phases of the hygiene education

programme was mentioned very often. The respondents also emphasized the

involvement of women in the programme. The importance of involving the community

in the education programme is also underlined by Green et al. (1991), Srinivasan

(1990) and Werner and Bower (1982). They all emphasize that the education

programme must be based on the needs and wishes of the target group. In the

PRECEDE-PROCEED framework of Green et al. (1991) the first phase deals with the

community diagnosis. In this phase it is described what should be taken into account

if one wants to conduct a community diagnosis. Srinivasan (1990) and Werner and

Bower (1982) describe how to realize involvement of the community in the

programme. Involvement of the target group can be reached by using participatory

education methods. Particularly Srinivasan (1990) emphasizes the importance of

involving women in all phases of the programme.

The next important factor, mentioned by the respondents, was that the hygiene

education methods should be well chosen. The respondents meant by well chosen

methods: use of local methods and materials; the education session should be

pleasant to attend; pre-test the hygiene education programme to find out if it is

understood and liked by the target group etc. To obtain any success in the hygiene

education programme it is very important that appropriate education methods are

chosen and used. Hubley (1986, 1987, 1988a and 1988b) and McGuire (1981 and

1985) provide background information on how to choose the best education methods.

The third important issue is: obtain a good cooperation with all the persons and

organizations which are involved in the project. Not only a good cooperation with

persons and organizations at field level appeared to be important, but also of

importance is to obtain good cooperation with higher decision levels (project and

governmental). In the area of health education this particular subject is not so well

described. Only Green et al. (1991) provide little information about cooperation and

integration of project personnel. Since this is an important issue according to the

hygiene educators, more research has to be done in this area.
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Last but not least, issues related to an adequate planning strategy were also

mentioned quite often by the respondents. Particularly timing, monitoring and

evaluation appeared to be important. Green et al. (1991) provide a framework that

was especially developed for planning purposes in health education programmes.

Timing, monitoring and evaluation are well described topics in this framework.

In this study a lot of factors that contribute to the success of a hygiene education

programme were mentioned by the respondents. These issues and, if necessary,

theoretical background information can provide relevant knowledge to develop and

implement more successful hygiene education programmes in the future.

But this study is not enough, a lot of additional research has to be done. The results of

this study can be a basis for further research. The next step is to investigate all the

important factors more thoroughly.

Suggestions for further investigation are:

Are hygiene programmes, based on a community diagnosis, really more

successful than when they are not based on this concept ?

Are participatory methods attainable in water and sanitation projects or does it

take too much time and does it cost too much money ?

Which hygiene eduction methods are precisely used in practice ? What are the

experiences of the hygiene educators with the different methods ? Which of

these methods actually achieve changes in behaviour ?

In the future one of the first efforts should be on stating measurable goals and

objectives. When these are defined the whole programme must be regularly monitored

and evaluated. After that it may be possible to say something about the effectiveness

of a certain approach or programme. This also means that all phases of the

programme should be documented very well. Only after carefully planning the hygiene

education programmes, more specific information about how to achieve success in

these programmes will become available.

Conclusions and recommendations 5 4



SUMMARY

Hygiene education gradually became a common component of water and sanitation

projects during the second half of the Drinking Water and Sanitation Decade (1981-

1990). To improve the quality of hygiene education programmes it may be useful to

learn from experiences in this field. The aim of this study was to determine what

practical experienced hygiene educators see as factors that contribute to the success

of hygiene education programmes. In this study qualitative data collecting methods

were used. To obtain the information from these hygiene educators, 91 questionnaires

were sent to addresses all over the world, 12 persons were interviewed and 6 case-

studies were analysed. All the respondents were asked about their experiences in the

hygiene education programme in which they are working. The main focus was on

questions related to what the hygiene educators see as the strong points and

bottlenecks in the hygiene programme, what kind of improvements they want to make

in the programme and which advices they have for colleague hygiene educators.

After analysis of the data, it became clear that the next four success-factors were

mentioned most often by the respondents. First, the members of the target group

should be involved in all phases of the hygiene education programme. The second

factor is the use of well chosen education methods. The third important factor is

related to obtain a good cooperation with all the persons and organizations which are

involved in the hygiene education programme. Hygiene education should be properly

planned, was mentioned as the fourth important factor.

In this report not only practical experiences are described but also some theoretical

background information has been given.
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I K U

International Water and Sanitation Centre

Centre international de I'eau et I'assainissement

Telephone :

C ! • • • • ! ? ' a i

j - • -OWC 3 3 •

3 - - 0 1 7 0 - 3 3 •

ret / rel your ref / votre re1 o<s;e

48.674/WvD/lw 3 February 1992

Subj.: Hygiene Education Questionnaire

Dear Sir/Madam,

This letter is an invitation to Mil in the enclosed questionnaire. The questionnaire is part of a study to
determine which factors contribute to the success of the hygiene education programmes in a water and
sanitation project. This study is part of my apprenticeship at the IRC International Water and Sanitation
Centre and of my thesis for health sciences from the University of Maastricht, The Netherlands.

The IRC International Water and Sanitation Centre is an independent non-profit organization. It is
supported by and linked with the Netherlands Government, UNDP, UNICEF, the World Bank and WHO.
IRC provides information and documentation services, training, and research and development support to
water supply and sanitation projects and programmes in developing countries. For several years, hygiene
education in water and sanitation programmes has been one of the major areas of work for IRC.

The aim of this study is to achieve a deeper understanding of how we can make hygiene education
programmes more successful. The study will be based on a literature review and key-informant interviews
in addition to this mail questionnaire. The results of the study will be presented in a paper for project,
government and NGO staff involved in the planning and implementation of water, sanitation, and hygiene
education projects. It is hoped that by sharing experiences on this important subject, future hygiene
education programmes will benefit.

Your contribution to this study would be highly appreciated as your knowledge and practical experience
can contribute to developing more successful hygiene education programmes. If you feel it would be more
appropriate that someone else involved in hygiene education fill in this questionnaire, kindly pass it oa

Please return the completed questionnaire before March IS, 1992. You can return the questionnaire in the
pre-addressed envelope provided, or fax it to + 31-70 - 38 140 34.

If you have any materials and reports that you feel would be useful for this study, I would be very pleased
to receive these from you. They can be sent to me at the address below.

Thank you for taking the time to fill in this questionnaire. When the study is finished (around July 1992) I
will report back to you with the results.

Yours sincerely,

Wilma van Driel

MAIL / COURRIER : P.O. box 93190, 2509 AD The Hague, The Netherlands ADDRESS : Prmses Margnetplantsoen 20, The Hague. The Netherlands

TELEFAX : (0170-38 140 34 TELEX : 33296 ire nl TELEGRAMME: Worldwater The Hague BANK ; ABN bank The Hague 51.42.18 428, Postbank 4218421



QUESTIONNAIRE

Please relate the questions in this questionnaire to the hygiene education programme in
which you are presently involved. If you are not presently involved in a hygiene
education programme, please relate the questions to the most recent hygiene education
programme in which you were active.

OVERALL PROJECT DATA

1. Name of the project:

2. Project area:

3. Overall project objectives:

4. Total intended population coverage of the project:

5. Starting date/year of the project: - 19

6. Final date/year of the project: • 19

7. Type of water and sanitation improvements:



HYGIENE EDUCATION PROGRAMME DATA

8. What are the specific objectives of the hygiene education programme:

9. Can you briefly describe how the hygiene education programme is a) organized
and b) implemented:



10. What do you consider to be the strong points of the hygiene education
programme (for example with respect to human resources; organization;
approaches and methods; timing and phasing; financial resources, etc.):



11. What problems and bottlenecks do you face in the hygiene education programme
(for example with respect to human resources; organization: approaches and
methods; timing and phasing; financial resources, etc.):



12. How would you like to improve or change the hygiene education programme:

13. What advice do you have for your colleagues on how to make a hygiene
education programme successful:



PERSONAL DATA

14. Name:

15. Position in the project:

16. Professional background:
O Technical
O Social
O Other:

17. Did you receive any specific training in hygiene education. If the answer is yes,
please specify.

18. How long have you been working/ did you work in this project:



ANNEX II



INFORMATION
SOURCE

Q-l Q-2

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Support Ratal Water Supply Department
(SRWSD)

Wi Water and Sanitation

PROJECT AREA Dhautar ana, Republic of Ye Two villages in Lower Egypt

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

* Provision of sustainable w* + *
* Participation of women
• Cooperation and participation of the

Local Council and the village*
• Promoting of the SRWSD approach

* ii.iii.ji-u water and sanitation
education programme

* Mobuuiug community worker* and
vmagef* in improving the village
unitary conditions

COVERAGE 29.000 people ± COO women and ± 400 school children

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

1983
1994

1986
1991

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

* With participation buDding from
borehole np to the dbtribotkmune

* Advice for maintenance + operation
* Handing over rcspouibtUlies to the

beneflciaiie* after finishing
* What to do with wart* water
* Banding ponHhuh toilets

• Garbage collection system
• Feasibility study of the ground

water table
• Filing pnUk ttand pipes

HYED
OBJECTIVES

• Knowledge of the causa of diarrhoea
and the danger of human itoob
• StimnlilWa of hygiene behaviour
• Film ill waste water
• Stimulation of proper toilet u*e
• IWlitwH'lifit of handwashing
• Garbage control
• Importance of the role of women

• To demonstrate and evaluate the
effectiveness of and byed programme
•In mint environmental, home and
penonal hygiene in order to lower

: transuusilon in relation to

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

A team of 4 thoroughly trained yemen women
under supervision of a Dutch expert wa» going ± 8
tuectsBve weeks in the afternoon M a village where
the water supply project waa under construction. 2
health education teasians were held with women in

• a programme for
i a village walk waa

2 different bouses. There *
different subjects. Soaaetu
done for evaluation purposes. Sometimes I
were given at achoob and the Dutch b having some

wbhnwn

Various approaches utffixed by different gronps of
HE recruited locally. The selected approach depended
on the need of the villager*. The message based on
the results of Intensive observations prior to
implementation. N«nea of the health unit give HE on
weekly bask to molhcn who brought children to the
clinic It took a form of a dialogue between Ihe
women and Ihe nones. Primary acbool teacher* gave
HE during each day of the summer dub. One hour
waa spend on a particular health issue.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

* A well trained team of Yew
* The women section b well integrated
* Seme schedule of the hyed and ws + s
* The project b supporting Ihe HE
* Overtime of Ihe women b compensated
* Women themselves conclude how to

flatuses, this b both
and effective

* After 3 months a ssoafeoring-visit b
made to reinforce the HE

* Availability of a goad budget
* Women are earn) as very important

• Use of local administrator* and
train them to carry on the Job

• Training was an ongoing process,
not only as a part of the project

• Teacher* and n u n s , if trained

the whole of effective hygiene

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

• Not easy for women to work
• The vmage* are very remote
• No follow up scaaioa for the women

into eooaldcntioa that behaviour
change is a long process and affected
by environmental constrains

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• More regular lemons at the school,
with the teacher* and the men

* Cooperation with Ihe Health Office
mar. systematically

• Byed should be based on indepth
community .tody

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* Train the HE thoroughly
* Play raleplays with the H educator.
* Keep Ihe atmosphere in Ihe training

plr««*nt and have Jokes at band
•Exaggerate bad behaviour in role

play*, they dont fed offended
* Keep bad things general and praise

individuals
* Work in line with your project

* Work with local leaders and villagers
* Do not impose any Ideas
* Project member* must be of the same

culture

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



INFORMATION
SOURCE

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

PROJECT AREA

0-3

Rada Integral Rural Development Project

Al Bayda Province Republic of Ye

Rada Integral Rural Development Project

Al Bayda Province Republic of Yemen

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

* Increase agricultural productivity
of farmer*.

* Improve the heahh/Mtrition
standards of the rnral families

* Improve the mobility services

* Increase agricultural prodaetivity
and incomes of farmer*

* Improve the health/nutrition
standards of the rural famiHea

* Improve the mobility i

COVERAGE Al Bayda Provinces 380.000 people Al Bayda Province: 3*0.000

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

1*77
1992

1977
1992

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

* Water supply: surrey, deaign and
construction of village water supply
through local contractors

* Sanitation: Hyed and sanitation
extension. Implementation activities
and supporting activities

* Type of ws improvements: survey,
design and construction of village
water supply schemes

* Implementation activities
* Hyed and sanitation extension
• Supporting activities

HYED
OBJECTIVES

* Water from the improved or new water
•upply systems win be wed at
household level in a healthy way

* Domestic garbage wtQ not came *
health or environmental problem

* The same for domestic waste water
* Human waste win be safety disposed

* Water from the improved or new water
•upply systems wOl be used at
household level in a healthy way

* Domestic garbage wul not cause a
health or environmental problem

* The same for domestic waste water
* Human waste win be safely disposed

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

The HE programme consists of a hygiene and a
nutrition part. It b supportive to the technical
part* of the projects. The team consists of 1
expatriate female HE advisor, 1 spedalued
extension agent and 3 village extension agents.
After training the VEA gives the message to the
women, do homevbits and demonstrations. They
are supervised by the SEA. Hyed of a male
ffftTft.L.-irf in cooperation with a Yemeni construc-
tion supervisor for men. The emphasis on garbage
collection and disposal

The HE programme consists of a hygiene and a
nutrition part. It b supportive to the technical parts
of the projects. The team consists of 1 expatriate
female HE advisor, 1 specialinri extension agent and
3 village extension agents. After training the VEA
give* the i

Hyed of a male
Yemeni const™

[e to the women, do homevbits and
They are supervised by the SEA.

•ist in cooperation with a

emphasis was on gi
• supervisor for men. The
rbagc collection and disposal

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

• Financial resources are abundant
• VEA have Impact on local Hygiene

practice.
• Hyed developed after careful

research on daily practical
• It b understood by anterate women
• SEA developed interviewing sldus
• The engineering section recognised

the importance of women

• Local staff is involved in hyed,
in cooperation with expatriate staff

• Local staff received on the job
training

• Health workers of the mother and
child clink are involved in hyed

• HE b coupled with the implementation
of w* + s faculties

• Assistance on request-> motivated
• Financial mounts are enough

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

•Lack of staff
* HE and the technical section are not

developed la cooperation and are
not Integrated

* Difficulties due to the role of

• Lack of well trained local stair to
carry out the hyed after withdrawal
or the extern advisors

• It b difficult to reach the poorest
communities, because 30% village
contribution to costs b required

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

* Full integration of the educational
and the technical section

• AvaDabtBty of higher qualifled
stafT Tor the hyed programme

• More and better qualifled local staff
should be available, based especially
in villages where faculties for
hygiene improvement were implemented

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* Flan joint activities of hyed and
WS+I

* Take care of rnongh staff members
* Develop the hyed carefully, using

afl the information available
* Get some technical knowledge
* Collect infornanVw on the use of

• Choose the hyed approach carefully

• Have a good knowledge of the local
language

• Know the real need* of the community
• Have a dear Idea about the hygiene as

well as social problems in the area
• limit hyed to what b exactly needed
* Limit hyed to the knowledge and

experirswr of the local educator
• Do not Interfere in subjects beyond

hyed (tribal or family problems)

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

.-'r



INFORMATION
SOURCE

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Rada Water Supply and Sanitation Project Community Water Supply u d Sanitation Prof ramme

PROJECT AREA Rada Urban Ana, Repubttc of Ye Nepal, coverh* hill and mountains

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

Permanaidy improvement of the health (fetation
in Rada. By estaMbklng a number of public

* To Improve the health of the rural
population by provision of dean water

* To dccrean. the workload of women

COVERAGE 50.000 to 75.000 people (100%)

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

aprulMS
decetnber 1994

1975
•tin going on

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

• Water supply
• Waste water disposal
•Solid waste collection and disposal
• Rainwater drainage

* Gravity water supply system*
• Pit latrine construction
• School latrines
• Hygiene education

HYED
OBJECTIVES

* To inform and gain cooperation of
the Rada population during the
introduction, implementation and
proper use of the improved ws + s

• To provide HE about these sector*
• Train/organist training for staff

and project related organisation*

* To reinforce the impact of ws through
changed hygiene behaviour

* To motivate people to build sanitation

* To promote ORS

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

The hyed b emented by the extension and training
lection. The section b nspoMfcle for
environmental HE, communication with the
population and training of staff in all the compo-
nents of the project. The information to the people
b given in meetings with the population,
intermediate organization* and sub target groups
like children, women, head of the mosque etc The
taiget groups are informed through discussion
meetings, educational meetings, etc Special i
is developed Bice leaflets, posters and >

Hyed activities O1986) based on a baseuoe survey.
Training of female representatives of tspstand users.
Both in village* with a tapstand and a Up stand
being build at that moment. Training was in hyed
and pievenUm maintenance of tapstand. Under
guidance of staff they were supposed to organise
monthly tapstand merlins;* on various topic*. Hyed
staff also supported technical staff in villages where
the pilot activities were Dot taking place and gave
inputs in the training for " * • " —

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

• Mea and women work together
• Responsibility and enthusiasm of the
working at the section
• Training for men as weO as women
• In country or in region training

•> arabic •peaking
• Financial resources are enough

* Variety of methodologies
* Hyed slowly become i

national level
* Raises "alhutlaf* of ttriinlfii) staff
* Opportunities for better contacts with

VmummW WtammaW

* On-the-job training of staff

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

•Difficult to get well trained staff
• Difficult to get women who are

allowed to work
• Training or the women outside the

project b difficult to get approval
• Special efforts arc requested to

explain the technical delay and keep the
communication going with the

* Difficult communkalion between the
field workers and decbion makers

•Slow release of budget
• Low educational level of fWd staff
* National level very output oriented
• Little support from regional/national

• Cooperation with the other sections
• sometime* difficult.

• Diffitnlt to reach the prime target
group, the poorest people

• Too Bttle integration with the

• No real monitory system b set up.

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

ages in the hyed
* Communication

activities should be developed mon
dosdy together with the technical
section (and vice vena)

•More qualified and indued staff
should become available

• Find some procedure to set goals in
consultation with the target group

• Imp, operation/ integration with

i for field
staff

* Get more support from regional level
* Set up n good monitoring system

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

• Conduct a ba*eBne survey
• Base the hyed on lab survey
• Train the local staff

• Establish cooperation with all staff
• Try to outer villages as a team
* Cany Mt • good baseline study
* Keep staff motivated -> good working

Set goal* with the target group

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



INFORMATION
SOURCE

Q-7

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Sodal Welfare Programme of the State Owned
naatatiou In Sri Lanka

Hygiene promotion and evaluation for the prevention
of diarrhoea! disease*

PROJECT AREA 250 Tea and Robber Plantations Northern Thailand

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

* To increase the quality of life of
the plantation worken

• To develop method* and matrriil* for
communication strategy

• To develop simple behaviour indicators *
Evaluation or communication strategy

in terms of messages received and
behaviour changed

COVERAGE ± 185.000 20.000 people

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

January 1986
jonel»92

august 1990
July 1992

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

* Conjunction of pipe borne water
•apply; 1 etandpipe for 5 families

* Construction of latrines; 1 per fern.

* Hutdwuhing
• Dishwashing

HYED
OBJECTIVES

It may be strange but tree that such activities are
not Implemented as part of the wi + i programme

•Proi ng handwashini before cooking;
before eating or feeding a baby; after
latrine use or cleaning baby's bottom

•Dish ely after eating

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

However there to a health atio
dealing wkh maternal and child care, family
planning, control of diarrhoea! dtoeawa etc. Which
is implemented through plantation health stair and
volunteers. As such the target group is able to gain
some knowledge M order to develop attitudes and
practices.

It is a retard) project so the organization has been
directed specifically for the purpose of teMing
different methods for developing communication
strategies and evaluating this strategy with a
controlled study design. Implementation has been
done by workers hired by the project and trained
specifically for the project aims. These worker* have
to work with appropriate institutions on village,
district and provincial level.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

association with the HE bureau which
la a national body

* Same pondca and priorities a* the
bUMOU

* Trainers are identified and trained
* They train the volunteer*
* The volunteers are trained to be

able to identify primary health
problem* in their plantations and to

consultation with the trainers when

* Project has hb own tuff which make*
the organization much easier

* Participation has been encouraged
* Social marketing approach has been

used, better then traditional methods
* Behaviour trial* and in-depth

interviews of specific groups worked
out for rapid sinisimrnt

* Time and phasing have been planned to
sub project evaluation

* The project has donated a plastic
container to facilitate handwashlng

* Teachers and VHWi are involved

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

• Lack of qualified/ experienced BE
• Lack of twining faculties
•Lack of training material*
• Difficulties in coordination
• Difficulties in monitoring
• Difficulties in evaluation

• Falling to -*!""il*1t participation
• The practice* are not of high

importance to the target group.
• Just one communication strategy
• Motivation to difficult to achieve
• Lot of time In latin* and developing

several methods + materials

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

an* educator*
• Estabnsh the importance oT the

subject on the plantation manage
for

future employment in welfare work
• Strengthen the volunteer* programm

and tie k up with the contraction

• We have been able to develop and
improve the programme throughout the
study due to the nature of the
project; we also want to evaluate the
most effective of the different
method* employed

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* InTotvHMBt of the target group
* Identify problem* from their point

of view sa they wui accept the

• Recognize cultural practices early
* Go through the opinion leaders or

matured people.
• Use ezisting organizations, rather

than creating new ones

• Protest all the materials
* Try out 2 different communication

strategics on snuU scale
• Be realistic about goals
* Find ways to monitor the programme

simple and effectively
* Make behaviour change possible
• Without an effective evaluation the

programme is a waste of time and money

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



INFORMATION
SOURCE

Q-9 Q-10

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Pilot Project of Fuocfabrilalhthawa Quetta Sewerage and Sanitation Project

PROJECT AREA A village in Ike north of Colombo, Sri Lanka City center of Quctta and 6 peripheral area* with
illegal settlements

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

Increasing the health in the community through
improved weUs, mutation (toilets) and health
education

To improve >»—n-—- |n the compoondi

COVERAGE 250 households, ± 2000 people 14.0

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE 1986

1N7
199*11995

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

4 new deep open wdb
2 walla rrha
CO baiie Uriels

* In dry center, sewerage wDl replace
backet systems and aeptk tanki and

* In peripheral areas by poor flush
latrine.

HYED
OBJECTIVES

To train health vohiatecn from the community in
basic health and imitation need* and be in charge
of these in the village, to make u*e of watts and
totkts provided for the community in the moat
hygienic wny in an attempt to eradicate w+t
related!

The famines will adopt proper hygiene habit*
habits which are directly related to nutation ( how
to Bush latrine*, how to keep the
handwaahingetc)

DESCRIPTION OF
TOE HYED
PROGRAMME

Based on a baseline survey U was decided that
disease* were related to lack of proper w»+». The
HE programme started even before the wdb aad
toilets were completed. The community selected 25
young women who received an intensive training
by HE at the hospital. The volunteer* were gtvea
10 bouses each to look after and train the mothers
and children to do hygiene practices. Refresher
courses were given to the volunteers. Nutrition was
brought In at a later stage at children and mother*
were malnourished. After this aspect a nutrition
center was set up.

munity a local office b set up. Staff of
thai reference center consists of a manager, a female
social organiser who b responsible for hyed, civil
technologist. Abo 4 illiterate people from the
community who are working as promoters and hyed.
The staff of the center belong to the same ethnicity a*
the area they work in. After the latrine was build,
the promoter conduct three visit* per household.
They teU the women how to use and maintain their
latrines. During the second vbtt the menage was
repented and during the final visit the women had to
teD how they use and —-'-*-'- the latrine

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

* Selection of the young i
know the fa

they ; first trained aad

* Hie girls were free and keen on
getting into doing something

* The community wishes came lint
* There was an orgaabed group through

• finance was never a problem
* It was phased for two years so res-
posswttities could be handed over

than give training to other women
* Meeting! for hyed are organized. It b

a good chance for women to meet other

* Women meet an educated woman in the
meetings *hl» has a significant imp-*«
on them. They see that women can be
educated and they become more
interested in education.

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

* Same of the volunteers found Jobs
and left the village, they had to
be replaced

* The organbad group wanted the
latrines for themselves and their
friend!

• I , thb Islamitk area it b sometime*
difficult to find women who are
allowed to work

* Women who give other women hyed are
->keepi

• Government people and engineers do not
•ce hyed as nn important subject

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

•We should have get the
the community about their needs

* We could have visited other projects

* Obtain more information <
ideas on hygiene, existing stories and
songs on hygiene. Prepare hyed with
the use of adapted traditional songs

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

• Practical testing of the theory at
schoobbbeet

* Be aware of taboo*, cultural norms
and traditional beliefs. Tailor

* Involve women intensively in the

into accountprogrammes taking
Especially when water, children and
human wast* are involved

* Make it attractive to attend the
meetings by offering tea and biscuits

* Take time for the women

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



INFORMATION
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Q-U Q-U

NAME OF TOE
PROJECT

Hygiene aad Sanitation Education la Schools Sanitation and women's involvement in drinking

PROJECT AREA Stkctcd urban and niral area*, India Nepal, Dam district

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

* To review Ike lanltarjr and hygienic

rwledgeof• To review toe proa
the women, teacher* and popu* In
sanitation and hygiene related

• To improve the health of the rand
population through sanitation and
health education to women

• To Improve the quality and
ustainabiuty of the gravity flow
water supply system

COVERAGE 20 selected schools of the rural and urban
population ± 100.000 people

per year about 1000

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

DOvember 1991
1992

1989
still going on

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

• Belter maintained drinking water iyst.
• 50*40% of the houMhold* u*e weU

constructed lanitary latrine*
• A monitoring checklist b developed to

monitor change* In hygiene behaviour.

HYED
OBJECTIVES

To bring a aodal and cultural chance in the
Individual hygiene habit*

tee the project objective*

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

Collecting data and diagnosing the hygiene
condition* through interview* and observations.
Opinioa of Ike individual and the key-personnel
and involve for effective participation. Educational
campaigns for adopting usage of latrine*, soakage
pit*, drainage etc Convincing and adoption of the
above. Research. Evaluation.

On district level and sanitation team, 11
coordinator, 1 sanitation supervisor and 4 nepali
sanitation women A 10 day training is given in the
vtDage by a pair of trained sanitation women to
representative women from each tapstand, sanitation
volunteer*. Teaching method* contain drama's, role
play etc. The aim k that the Nepali government will
take over Ike team*.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

* Inteneetoral approaches
•Responsive community
* Teacher* coaalin from Ike place*

where hyed hi conducted

• Participatory approach
* People* effort aad voluntary

eoatribution* for self-reliance

* To train representative women from
each tapstand to educate a larger body
of women, so that the hygiene
behaviour is sustained and unproved

* The key concept of tub approach b
awareness building about one's own

• A lot oft

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

•Cooperation
• Non involvement of the people and
their concerns in the project

• Timing of the people, school* and

•Fin tancc funds for
i of hygieaie latrines,

haadpumpa, wctb for protected water
•apply, drainage system, etc.

• Educating the edaeaton for sodal

* Objective*, target* and organizational
set up are haphazard an ad hoc basil

* The structure of the programme 1* very
top down and alngle Input oriented

* The supportive structure docs not
support enough to encourage
• g r a m m e development

i and populatio
to be increased

average

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• Honstle approach b the problem
* Focus oa target group*
> Training and I
the target group

* Undertake studies and for

• Objective*, targets and organ
ait ap should be dear

• National sanitation policy should form
the bads of the programme

• Different ways of Implementing the

• Change in the education programme
to bring an adaption of Individually

• Definitely not top-down as only Input
• Integrate sanitation in SNV's own

managed integrated programme*.

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* Involve community participation
•Influence the leading
* Organize and mobilise the community
* Provide knowledge and change

attitude of the iudividiial
* Conduct smaUstadie* to change the

socm-caltanl behaviour
* Mobulse •**! utilize: ma** mtillt
* DeaMartradoB of successful project*

for adaption.

* Our monitoring method and teaching
method* are worth sharing

* Never Implement ike hyed as a single
input In a top down structure

* Feasibility study beforehand are
necessary to measure Ike extent of
receptivity among the target group

* Additional integrated programme* might
be necessary to raise the receptivity

* Use an intensive approach

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
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SOURCE

Q-13 Q-14

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Health Awareness Project, Saatalpur Regional
Water Supply Scheme, India

Indo-Dutoh Environmental and Sanitary Engineering
Project (Gangs action plan)

PROJECT AREA 3 admia blocki of Banaskantha District Mtrmpnr. India

PROJECT
OBJECTTVES

Improvint the health status of community through
various types of non-formal education u d
awareness generation on health related areaa

* Reduction and prevention of pollution
of the river Ganga

* To Improve the environmental and
Bring eoadHiM» of the target troop

COVERAGE 97 villages U2 Lakhs

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

January 1991
decemberl993

1W7
1993

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

* To make people understand their

handDng of water, personal hygiene,
household hygiene and environmental

1 Voder crash progr, : handpumps were

• Nesd to improve their hygiene habits
• Try to bring changes through

installed by U.F. State.
* Piped ws, augmentation of wa and

rehabilitation of ws
•Provision of individual pour Own

latrines and public compiews
•Provision of sewerage system* under

which a massive programme of rehabili-
tation of road (ide drains is taken up

HYED
OBJECTTVES

Create awareness through essentially training
among community related to:
• Hygiene (personal, household etc)
• Management of drinking water
• Handling of drinking water
• Practice* in treatment of I

that may/may not be related to work

* Training in operation and mainlfnflf*
of faculties and education of public
health and environmental hygiene

•Training to Ughfight user
participation as weB as developing
positive community attitude* towards
safe drinldng w+s

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

HE is the major component of Integrated Child
Development Scheme. The field level worker
(AWW) of this scheme b responsible of imparting
HE at viuagc level. On salary day, each month, a
training session was given to the AWW. They wen
trained on several subjects related to hyed. They
were also trained in doing hyed sessions. An

Three day training of community volunteers and
handpump caretakers for launching the hyed. The
CV'i and HCTs are selected from the target areas.
Different techniques are applied: mam media, at
convenient times for women village meetings, films
and slides, question hour sessions etc.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

• Beeauac of high rates of illiteracy,
women ate eager to learn something

• Building up the confidence and self-
esteem and giving them social
recognition through meeting* in
their own villages

• Forwarding their names to the Water
board as Paul Fmachayat members

* RsaJlsMmft msMwfelssH m»*W*>ljfc aamlal—

between the government and the NGO

• The techniques of dwemUatioa
* rnmmunilj fhsn[f agents who are conunun
Rpreseotatives prove to be the best

iimuiia«lnti of the programme
* Approaches and methods are proving to

be effective at community level
because of the use of dialect

• Timing and phasing prove to be
effective since the goal b to reach
oat to I

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

• NGO b unable to adhere to request
of the community because they could
only be salved by the government or

• Women's first desire b to know how
much money they can Make out of the
training

• Lot or energy goes In making the
target group aware of the importance

•Coi motivation has to be
provided to keep the programme going

• Not all approaches and strategies
eould be used for all target groups.
-> alteration* on a scale which
require time a* well as resources

• The reseheduHng has to be done in
term* of the need of the area,
requirement of the area and the
activity whkh needs more
concentration in any particular area

• Component* of the programme time-
phasing nas to be done ckpendug on
the receptive capacity of the people

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• Start health activities along wtth
watenuppty. Dont do the byed
afterwards because people find it
verydtfficulttoseeiUuse

• By developing the module on the most
recent approach to hyed.

• Within the similar target group
renrbntalion of the approach b
required to have the desired Impact

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* Start other, result oriented
activities e g . Income genera)
after health education nave i

ctbc most pressing
brae in this area b income

* Constantly be receptive to acceptab-
fity of an approach of the community

• Constantly incorporate changes as well
as ideas according to the target group

•Trytonsten instead of to speak

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
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Q-15

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Rural Water Supply and Sanitation,
Andbra Pradesh

DANIDA Drinking water and Sanitation Project*

PROJECT AREA Districts: Prakaafcam, Gontur, Nalgonda Krishna, India, Kerala state, Kannnr Kozblkode and
Malapporao DiMricU

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

To tnpport the Government of Andrha Prad**h in
providing drinking water to identified problem
villages, within the overall framework target and
strategies of the WSS decade

Provision of potable water to 90% of the population
within 250 m walking datum in the ickcted ana.
Improvement of health through Improved
W I + I which b affordable and acceptable

COVERAGE 486 villages, 15 lakhs tiOO.000

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

API 1979
ApI19S9

APH1987
APH1993

1987
July 1994

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

* Source of ww surface water
* Piped wsi

latrine* and environmental
<soakagcpits,drainselc)

* Piped wa mostly supplemented with
hand-pump where needul

* Encouraging domestic connections
* Introduction of low coat, locally

constructed latrines

HYED
OBJECTIVES

To support the Government in the effective and
efficient (apply, use, management and maintenance
of the PWS schemes, and thus contribute towards
the improved health and ufe standard of the
people, through complementary activities nke hyed
and parlki- potion, sanitation, income generation

• Identification of the intervention
areas for change in behaviour
patterns, which are conducive to
healthy Bvinf and practices, all or
which should lead to reduction in
dbeaee occurrence and improve Efe
standards

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

Voluntary agencies (voUgs) organise women's
group*, youth groups and finally form Village
Action Committees to take care of the ws-t-s
faculties. Hyed classes are organised for the

youth and children in schools and then
are organized to a follow up to these

Identification of the hygiene related problems. From
all these info a plan of action b formulated according
to the needs and priorities and oar programmes. The
agencies who wffl be responsible for each or the
procedures are identified and assigned these. Regular
meetings are held to review the progress of work.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

* Around water the whole community i
beorgaaistd

• A powerful ettte lend their
cooperation hi organizing hyed

• EstabSsh the volags m the project
area* for other programmes

sources for hyed are

* Pooling of human and financial
resources for a common aim

* The burden of health b shared by all
organizations and agencies also the

* The approach b to eouvinee the
community to be self sufficient for

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

• The community was not involved lu
the planning and Implementation

• The community did not feel that the
faculties belong to them - > no
responribOkylbrlt

• The idea of hyed has not bees

•The volags b<
IMP* and

*N*sjtequa

i the

+ The volags are identified late in
the project. They I

* The area* of operation, arc at time*
very remote and It b ertrctndy
difficult to organise and conduct

- lummus,

* It b difficult la get mffideat
interest because of their own various
preoccopatioBs and priorities

* An overburdened staff involved with
other priority programmes have
lessened Initiative or motivation to
be Involved in this programme

* The government goes more for short

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• A proper strategy must be developed
to understand the rale of hyed

• Hyed b a process and it requires
time and toob to measure impact

• Hyed must be taken over by the
government and must be duplicated

• Hyed mutt be in****™tfarnalliT*

* We would Eke lo focus on programme*
for women and children. Material is
lacking and b difficult to develop

* Need for fouowups and regular visits
* Each session should address a specific

topic/n
* A Dumber of class** spread over lime

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

1 All collaborating age
, of the overall objective.

• Constant reviews with all agende*
* Government must have interest hyed
• Volags must get some incentives
• Integration of the technical and

hyed composes*

• Involve the beneficiaries and local
bodies to the maximum possible

• Get them to take on the responsibility
of the community's health

• The aba should be primarily fooused
OB their being setT sufficient, and

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
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SOURCE

Itf AtV/flT O f T H F
n AMIb W lUb
PROJECT

PROJECT AREA

V^} i^ aT?f*T
nu^ErV *
OBJECTIVES

COVERAGE

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

HYED
OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

1
•

1
1 RECOMMENDED
1 HLfUDnVRMRNTS
• 1MXHW UVMHl 10

ADVICE FOR
r*Af I JPAftHTfi
^VJJM3anU*JEa9

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
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Q-17

C m A WmvnM- . M J <Z*Ma**t*UiM H-sfcHk Maul

HytJene Education Masholnaland project

Masbonaland East Province, Zimbabwe

Til llBDfAW th«t HvEaW fniMaJtf*1** ant tins* CAHAtHBHanl
IV | |B|ini*C I W HTIlB} n̂jinujiaanjpni aaV invv IVHIsnlillMl

landt *sd rcxttkncat a m s tfafontfa the provwion
ftf •«l"»ata¥4l«l • • ! H H IMJM"L i m n w l a»«Aj«*us1Ma
Ql p m m a i wawnti|*|BW>t •••|m »•••»* • • • • • ••••*••

fadEtie* and health education for better hygiene
practices

121.4229

01-07-1990
30-0C-1993

• Watenupply: 1600 weUs and springs

* 90 Mnbicompartment School Latrines
• 90 School washing-tanks

• Motivation of groups with no sank.
to baDd and use Blair Latrine*

• Motivation to upgrade the w* and
v+M *nntimlnttinn nf drinking

water at the source and in the house
• Ensure that latrlntt and water

source* arc maintained hygjeaicaDy

* Personal and environmental hygiene

The project educator •ndettakca detailed plnnning
and training required to mount an intensive HE
and hyed programme by training environments!
k«Hh twaalrina and VfWi an that Ihrr hitiiai
promoters of health and hygiene. Training In
participatory technique* In Identifying and

producing HE materials to support the ws+s
project

• By fuBy involving «B the health
•wd •nficsd f*^Ti Int bCstJlk A«H1
hygiene educating the community

•Involving the entire population
during all phase* of the programme

* I H U M I W MiiMiia in cnnatructkin act.
• Apply the bio-psychological approach

and to encourage use of
participatory methodologies

• To start when the population b
Motivated and mobffiicd and there b
•a impeding w+s health crisht

• In the end they finance their own
programmes for sustainabuTly

• The hw doss not use the learned
ft^fryiM nwthods

• The target population have other
priorities than the hw

• Methods are sometimes not wefl
understood by the hw or community

* Ctumu4*l ruinimrfsl jjnii-njlsi fafcti w n A
w ftmrnmOMi ITtTMBlVCV W»|>1I11M» I » " w s n a

oft doaTsOst fkttdt

• By using aaaVntood and acceptable

mwut nMteriaht *—̂  to —* multi-media

• To first carry oat an KAP study of

any health education programme
•To know the target population well

in terms of bettefs, cultural
background etc and factors rotated
to resistance to change

nmnmmjBsmmnmsnmmmmsnmBummmmmmnmmmm

Q-M

A J . — I VOmmt W*t*«> usghH S*ulUaltinil IT**llh TtVU

Adansi West Dbtrict, Ghana

beneficial effects of safe water
•HMI rlsTinUl aMHrininlHuaUuat nil Atft#*t tlfs*
•VQ CHSB rnnrTrllllli III OD UBc • Hlff

* To educate the community In proper use and
mnintenanee of ws-t-s fadDtie*
* To ensure a sense of responribffitie*

± 12* village in the dbtrict

second half of 1992
•till going on

• Rdub&tatioa of watcrborehole*
• Development of handdug wcUs and

Hendenon Boxes
• Development of Sanitation FadBtie*

* Promotion of good hygiene and
encouraging the construction and use
of safe pit latrine*

• Obtain anderstnnding of water related

• Set up a local w + s committee
* Identify individuals responsible for

msialinsufr of faculty and tariff
collection

The education team wffl train the village level
committees to cany out HE and to encourage
construction and ™'-*—™— of w+s fadEtie*.
Education of the community about the importance of
elenn water and good hygiene. A village level
committees b set up. They are responsible for the

mamicnance SWWHSBS* \^mwwj out cvaiuauon BKUTH4VB
and ess oss the impact of the programme on the
health of the community

* The team will work on gram root level
* The villagers will maintain and

develop their own w+s fadDtie*
• HE b a primary focus of the team
* The team win work independent of

• The team ha* had a lot of publicity
and thus a lot of support from village
leaders

• Hardly no personnel with skills and
knowledge

• All the personal have to go through
extensive training-> Ugh costs

* It b difficult to find a funding
organiation for projects of this sine

• flarm—aii ftftka* •!*>» n f t i l* htMiik t***m
w IMCHuafV VI %mW malt VI 1BV •CHIUI ICUD

villages have to wait for the hyed

• The project will not start until
fanffitk* BW -tu/allahlsr A«tJit* nf |*rk
ilPOl**} V •vWaVMV* W W E Ul IW7n>
of human resource*-> no local follow up

• The health team operate* as a NGO
t i ilanim— il*a»t f*rnm •iiialiwniimiiPiil
UOCflBaVAsVbaBBl IffVB ^vtwiJnir i l l

OtSaaasnilnTliOuTs' " ^ WO Ct>a*aflJC*^'>f
objectives. The team controls Us own
resource* and b not responsible u an
other orgnalxation, so It b more
fikdy to succeed

n m m m m m m n m m a m m n m m m m m m m m m )



INFORMATION
SOURCE

Q-19 Q-20

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Fact* for Life health Education Initiative Integrated Holistic Approach Urban Development
Project

PROJECT AREA 20 ngioDJ in Tanzania mainland Kebde 30, 42, 43; Ethiopia

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

The overall goal of the project b to make sore that
communities are capable of am—tag, anar/ring

i talrfn action on common disease factor*

* To break the poverty chain
* To implement PHC activities
* To create social awareness and human

development

1 To improve environmental and penonal

COVERAGE 22433,158 40.000 people

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

19M
±

jane 1989
1995

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

* Buffing water before drinking
* thing protected weB water
* Importance of rainwater harvesting
* Proper itorage of drinking water
* Prevent Donation of aO n a i n
•Use of VIP latrine*
* Baraing and burying solid wattes

* 3 public fountains + 2 showers
* Maintaining the obting watertaps
* Suction track which gives services to

sack 22 pttlatrbMs/week
* 1 dry waste bins for 2 famulei
* 4 skips are lifted once a week
* Monthly cleaning campaign by the comm.

HYED
OBJECTIVES

* To draw out paint* in favour of * HE with
ofeuviroi

ipec ! to the eyde

> Identify i i of various sectors malnutrition and in

• Lkt HE methodologies used in
educating the commaaity

* List (db)advantagesof de-
of HE activities

* To break the vidous cyde of
malnutrition and infection

* To improve penonal and environmental
hygiene

* To achieve a better quality of Efe

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

Identification of Utc
purposes. Interseetoral c

factors for training
uaatiat committee.

Thb committee developed the plan of action. The
plan consists of training of trainers at several

inication and information, mass
ause of an

Interseetoral approach there are many ways to
achieve the goafa

30 Extension Education workers who a n adequately
trained, train the community. These workers are
selected from the target area. Nurses and CHW teach
also the community. Implementation during
community meetings, before services are distributed.
Education m done by hi _!• > _ _ and
role plays. Any material that was available was iued
to do HE.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

• Use of Village Development
committees, Invorraneot of people on grass

root level
• Evaluation b planned
•Some of the financial support of the

Tanzania Government and a great
support from UNICEF

Ebythecommnnity->
they did it I

• Distribution of waste collection bin.
• > increased community participation

• Communal pit latrine*->sharing-caring
• Showers and dean water fountains

arc provided to practice the HE
« Orgauiation of neighborhood groups

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

* Human reeaurcas/ training team at
ware level arc small

* IntenecteraJ approach can be goad
but it b oHIknlt to get thugs (0

•Approach and methods in the training
are weak, no pretesting was done

* Not enough time was planned for
training the VBtege Trainers Team

* At village level the anowancc given
te the trainers was too small. Too

• The change of living conditions in
state of poverty b the biggest battk
•A 4HWCQBC

• >7S% of the family head are female*
• Ignorance b aggravated when the

poverty state b worst •> the teaching
methods are not appOcated as expected

• The episodes of diarrhoeal diseases
again b closely attached to poverty

• . . , , • , ey came from UNICEF ->

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

* Improvement b poaribk if more
resource* are invested at gram root
level

* To make HE to be practiced by the
community integration approach b
vital te break the chain of
malnutrition and poverty

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* Start the implementation at a stage
which b not very far away from the
beneficiaries fcg. district level

• Let the community diagnose their
needs,plan with them how to solve them

* The physical and social development
me to be applicable

• HE a* well as fadUim

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



INFORMATION
SOURCE

Q-2! Q-2I

NAME OF TOE
PROJECT

Village Water Reservoir* Archdiocese of Tamaie Maintmanrr project rural water provbfon

PROJECT AREA Northern Region Ghana Guinea Bbsaa

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

Provision of drinldn*. water ofa reasonable qaaBty
to vuUt« that do not have water within a
reasonable dUtanee In the dry

maintenance* To l
and control structure of the water

COVERAGE ± MOO perMM per year The entire population of Guinea Bissau

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

IMS
earnest 1994, pi

1987
1993

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

* Drinking water Haervoir* for
vtDaga where there b no groond-
water and tan/Ocmst rainfall to
harvest. The reservoirs are fenced
to keep out people and animal*

• Snail wafer-reservoir for cattle

* To ati np a maintraanre and control
•tractors of the pump*

HYED
OBJECTIVES

* To contribute towards eradication of
guinea worn

• To promote behaviour chance to
improve the quality ofdrinkinc
water

• HE that it oasbteat with MOB for
PHC and to work with in acente to

•Topi ation of ground
water in the neighborhood of the pump
by cleaning the aarroundbg of the

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

Fir* a haw One sarvcy wo* done. Putidpation in
the HE- HE b aimed to eradicate B ĵnca worm.
VMT get a Irainint on hyed to keep wdl fadniioi
dean and other hygiene related bsuea. A training
b held every year in the dry laaion. The VMT*<
were trained in teaching and learning methodi.
After dam construction there b a two-year follow
up phase.

la every Tulsp with a new water supply a eduction
waa given by 3 HE team. During thb

igincer and a water

for proper me and maintenance of the
water aoureo. They abo could give tome hyed. After
the project m Onbhad the committee and the village
were rcapaajdbk fork.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

* Linked with the provbion of a
faculty that the vDUgtn
aeriouily want

* The timing of the hyed b food above
* Education Methods teem appropriate

m that people appear to enjoy the

* The nnwagr b not too complicated and
easy to practice

• Every village have ite own maintenance
committee, they have abo hygiene

* Imue related, e-g. Ottering of
water

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

• Not always are VHW« available to be
involved In the maintenance

* High rate! ofttilteracy
* Problema with bnumng appropriate

latrine*
* limited intent of the peopk in

hyed related b*a«e

* The programme b too Urge *caled, »
the vBUfH didnt get not enowgh
attention to obtain behaviour change

* Top down teaching method! and only a
few participative method*

* Hyed after the construction of the
water tap* instead of la advance

* Hyed b n e priority
* Hyed b part of the Ministry of

natnral *oarccs-> no priority for them

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• By narrowing down the scope of the
hyed

• Hold a workshop abMt how to deal
wkh free range defecating when
there b no good latrine available

*Hairway

* To start with the hyed before the
pump* are installed

• Try to Involve the nunbtry of health

are alway* better
• To bow the education on the felt

need* and proMem of the villager.

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

•Unk hyed with the Improvement of
faculties

• Behaviour change wm be very slow
• Uae participatory method* but don't

expect that whan people talk
iHh-T-S-f—"r about hygiene that
thb wiD reflect in change*

• Hyed programme* have to be longer
lasting and on a *mall stale baab

• Bast the hyed on the felt need* and
problem* of the target group

• A contact penon per village* and
intensively rapport thb penon

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
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Q-23

Rani Sanitation Frojeeta

Bern. Ltribe, MokboUong, Butbe-Buthe
Qacha's Nek, Quitting, Mohair* Hoek,
Masciu dbtrida/Lesotho

Reduction tit rtiniain* related to poor sanitation
throughout the country

AD 10 districts of Lesotho

1983
1995

•Use of VIP latrines
* Holla education on penonal and

household hygiene

* By 1999, 90% oT Ike mral komeboldi
have hygienic —"-»'"- faculties

ihonld practice acceptable standard*
of personal and domestic hygiene

The hyed In Urn villages b carried out by health
assistant* with Mpport of VHWf. HA's are

of tavironwentaJ and penonal hygiene. Hycd b
twpkwaated ia the following fora : Pit» ( t cxn l

* The operational staff have been

* People seem to Eke then
partidpatMy methods a*^ fed that
the programme b thatn

+ fftallh aatbtaata it ay ia the
rnaiawairtri and kavw the right
ttMiacoflhehyed

* The progranue have latted rand* for

•jatariab

atnctaml adjatBcat aad braiadraia
t V̂  IBII iT 11 I I 1 \ ^ HI 1 1 '̂ aaâ M

wrobtty «**d. They are dbtribatad
wilhoat Uffing how to mat thew

• Staff ahMkl he wdH trained in HE
• The ataffahoold be able to apply

aO educational Methntk at
appropriate tiam

• Pbto mant be need in the initial
rtagca and be followed by groap-

• Edncallonal Material ahoald be made
avauabk for fidd u t

• Hyed ahoald be w«B plauted
* Know the people yon arc going to

work with
• Prepare appropriate material*
« Uee a tonjhiaaHon of nvaral

* Staff ssoald be weO trained ia
ttfaWmi itfittiMi •kfllf *od bow
ts •KffilTcfcttt fnatfrff**lt

Q-24

Cealiw ExpetimeoUb da Edocaeao e Fonnacao
CJUEJ,

Three area*. North, 1 tchool/ 7 claues; South, 4
schoob/ 4 chMca and Uno Oaland), 6 ichools/16
flaUflaW

• Educating teacher*
* Integrated programme*
* Lea»Ba will be grven ia Creole

see project area

1985
1993 maybe longer

* Cleaning up the daawwoatt
• In the fbtare latrine bonding and

proper aae of the latrine*
* Hyed b already part of the tenons

* Education about parasites aad
(related) mneasa/ lint degree

• Hyed about water us* and denning the
surrounding of the weD

• HE about food/second degree

waters medicine and the prevalence
of disease*/ third degree

Part of the batons

* It does not cast anything/ very much
* It belongs to the lessons
• It b adapted to young children who

are aa mamplf for the nest generation

•No Money available
* Restricted time for the bason*. The

children are only 3,5 hour a day at
school

/

• In water and sanitation project* it ia
important to cooperate with several
schoob



INFORMATION
SOURCE

Q-2S Q-W

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

School Health Action Project for primary schoob
inSigorDivbton

Chokn Campaign

PROJECT AREA Wot Don* Kenya OkposL Ohaomn Local Gout, Imo State

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

To reduce the incidence of communAMM» -H —

among the ichoal going, population and
communities in the neighborhood of the ichool

To stop the tpread of cholera within Okpoti town/
community

COVERAGE «0.000 persons 250.000

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

1989
1991

October 1979
1979

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

• Contraction of Fit latrine* and
rate pita

• Tree pleating
• M.J-. of compound dcanj
• Spring protection

* Ftovbka of potable water through the
installation of butdpamp*, the
Introduction of boiling water and

« Contraction of toilet fadBlka

HYED
OBJECTIVES

* Improvement of community
-"»—'-—"-C of the programme

* Motivation of community to action
* Promotion of programme

1 Effective behaviour change

• To improve the hygiene habit* of (he
people

• To provide enough and good drinking
water

• To eliminate pramhcuoui defecatioo
within the community

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

Hycd b organiaed u phase*. The different phase*
address different issue* but aD geared toward*
salving the priority health problem in the ana.
Hyed b implemented by different aecton w t as
minbtrie* of health and oducadon and NGO'i. The
target group* arc school chDdnn, mothers,
VHWi. They in turn communicate the lame to

immunity i

A detailed survey of the ana concerned with a view
identifying factors that would militate against the
programme. Formation of health committees within
the community. Organliatlon of lectures at centers
already agreed upon. Visit to strategic sample

parUkation of water and latrine budding. Evaluation
vUU to know the extent of aMbnOaUon* of the

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

• Participatory pUnninf (implementing
agenda and beaefidarie*)

• Community based orgaaixatioa
• Regular monitoring and follow up
• Proper timing, not inconvenience to

the beneficiaries
• Catalytic role of the implementing

' Wdl trained, knowledgeable and enough

* A study of the community concerned
with a view to covering the area
systematically

* Hyed period must be at a time when a
greater part of the community would

ate pi i of money to take
: of matrriah. equipment and

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

* Transfer of trained personnel e*.
trainers of trainers

* limits Hmtiwi luwim

* Integration of domestic and other
duties to hyed -> time constraints

* Inadequate trained staffer hyed
* Short Mppty of materiab and limited

* Inadequate knowledge of customs/taboo*
of the target groups

* No roiognWoi of various target
groups within tin community

* Poor ffusura* to produce material* and

* Programme was timed during the fanning
period and market days ->poor response

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• Involvement of communltk* in
ifTffrnint the hycd material*

• Strengthening the capacities of the
community to manage and msteia hyed

• of the target group
* Provision of fueBkka e*. adequate

water and good sanitation
•Introduction of good hygiene habits

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

see the strong points * Proper planning before setting off for
the programme

* Involve the target group in all stages
* Information mast be comet and

• FadBtiss must be within the
resource* of the target group

• The customs, taboo* of the people must
be taken note of and aU pressure and
influential group* must be included

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
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Q-27

DJAM

Lagdo Lake, Northern Province, Cameroon

• Surveuuace of schblotomiasb
* Health education related to

trtthinsomiasi* transmission

± 15.000

19t*
1990

/

* To deliver a minimal educative
M H H M to coMUWsitics *i
medium/Ugh risk ofschbtosomiasb.
Prevalence > 20%

Ffnt and epldcmiokgieal and sodo- economic
survey. After that the formation of a health team.
The team ntvalopcd the HE/minimuu menace.
Than the implrwitntatiitn of the HE. After the HE

• The oniqae aad essential point of
the HE b to design aa efficient
cvuMatio. process before
Implrmralini lint pnttrnnnt-

* Collection of information abort the
cultural background and perccpUoa*
la relation with health + nine—w

• Health pnetem* a* perceiT«d by the
target i m p and monitored by

together in order to define
pnontue. ,

• Lack of I O M I M to pay as expert
in the fleM of medical anthropology

•Laek of doire of the health IMMIO reaUy
evaJuat* what hat beea done

* Better DMnUtoring of what b really
done in the eowmunily

• Identify the real problem*
• Tin* spent in the conception of the

programme b Bathing compared to
time loM to repair the Oawi of •

* Yoo wffl eonupk a lot oT mirtakn,
be comdoM of Ihk and try to
comet them

Q-2*

Gdekele Intc«rated Water Supply and Sanitation

Kenya

•Improvement or health

3000 people

January 1989
planned 1992 extended to 1994

• Rainwater narrating
* UMatrine construction

* To induce positive changei in hygiene
practice!

Thk change* can be achieved through:
• Community psbttc weetingi
* School hygiene lecture* to achooi

pupDi
• Community idected volunteer* Uught

In leminan and woriohopa nnally one
week long

fett the need for poutive chas«e* in
hygiene pnetice*

* They asked for training of agent*
within the community

* Hyed or at lent the awarenew of

thereof to human behaviour need to be
Introduced before the actual
construction b (tatted

* Hygiene education b linked to the
provUott of physical fadtttie*

* Financial constraint* In getting
expert Input* which cost money even
when locally available e*. transport,
allowance*

mother* to attend "away workshops" b
an added burden to the community
especially when the community b not
properly mobmxed

* Rdevant teaching aid* should have
beea produced

* listen to the commnnity even when they
seem to be ignorant. Often they have a
ranon for every act or behaviour

* Improve on the communities strong
points. Not just introducing what you
think b good for them



INFORMATION
SOURCE

Q-29 QJO

NAMEOF1HE
PROJECT

en Huayein i d colera en Ale Vltarte
Sub projeeto Module* Banco* pan Comedo™

PROJECT AREA DMrito de Ate Vkafte, lima, Peru Dbtrito de Ate Vltarte, Peru

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

* Organization and mob&baiioa of the
community of Huayeea
• Farttdpatfe* in the {fanning and

implementation In all the measure*
taken to improve the quality of
health, lanitetion and nutrition

To iterate the incidence of people with duriera
throngh improvement of the (unitary condition! and
hytd

COVERAGE ± 70.000.000

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

INf
October 19S9

May 1991
1991

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS • Fedttk* for watte dopant

* Common water Itoroge tank

* In the1 ipopdlara
ng of the importance of

> According to their wbh
get a watentorage container

HYED
OBJECTIVES

* Improved qualfey of drinking water
« Stimulation of proper latrine we

' A proper Me of the (forage

•SafefroBd)'
•DevdopnMntofi
uniudon fadBtki on baata of

Bow to make the water potable
• The u c of dean water for food

preparation
• To prevent contamination throngh food,

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

To nuke the water drinkable and the i
of excrete and wane were the prioritfc* in the
programme. IDEAS provide the material* and the
edneadanal ant np. The hyed eowmt of •
theoretical and a practical part. The hyed wa*
given to 3 Unidade* Comnnale. de VMenda and
wai fonowed by other UCV'i. Emphami ww ah»
paten the parttdptinn of women.

t WM ergaaind by the Central
I de Ate Vitarle. Not

m devooped In dbenarfod with the target
group. A follow np waa abo planned. During tbli
follow «p each eomodore v n vkdted.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

•Ufeofwellki
the taitet area

• A combination of practical and
theoretical hyed methodi

* A goad organized target group
• Priority WM given to tower the

incidence of cholera
* The uaed methodi were very attractive
• A very participative method wai uied

•ndltw
* It wm dear when the adacaton were

planed to come for follow-up etc
• The programme WM bated on fdt need*

of the i

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

• There WM no vWble rdattomUp
water and the

• Bewka lack of dean water the
Bving cowiti*M of the tercet
groap were am* very anheakhy

• The mmmtry of Heahh atopped the
donating ealdaa chloride and gave

m chloride which b dangenm*

• The follow «p WM not uemded in the
b»t for wminahaity It

: be pUnned every now and then

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

•Tfce ( i p u t get equal cmphasii * To develop an follow up programme
wtth new meman

the hyed
•UMoifrercattvpcaofedncalkinal

pHten and video*. a • j • i | i •

* The methedi mnst be fmBy
nadenteod by the tenet popalatioB

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* Realise the programme in utenatve
cooperation with the organiaUiott*
in the target groap

* Give information and education
about mbjacta which are intenating
for the target group

* When it b paaatble uae ma
to inprove the impact

• Uie proper teduiiqaei and well

• Choote the technique in eonauttation
with the target group and raped
their adviee and comment*

• link the hyed to aoMethJng that
coatribota to coavaniaace of the
target groap

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



INFORMATION
SOURCE

QJ1

NAME OF TOE
PROJECT

Community water and health project

PROJECT AREA Cajamarea and La Ubcrtad department in
Northern Fen

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

• Throats the provision of potable
water, sanitation and appropriate He

tof

COVERAGE 42.000 rand inhabitants

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE 1992

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

• Potable water dktributod by a
system of pipes to <

• Domestic pttlatrina Inttalkd is

HYED
OBJECTIVES

* Flrikipailaf coBUMoilla have
instituted regular HE and preventive
practices

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

Project in every community has a 18 month* of
presence. Daring the lint • moathi project
personnel advice the two promoter! selected by the
communities. The promoter! are well trained. Next
6* month* are the monitoring phase and the
promoter* are expected to perform their dude*
(byed and HE). The last 4 month* all weak poioU
that have been detected are brooch! to a workshop
to be dbcwmnH with the promoters.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

* Make Ike rWmmanilT aware of how yon
can fl«t a disease and haw they conld
protect thi

• Make wtamaaky
practices by h

adopt hygiene
form the

to train worn
* Maka tke amniitllon of |

impossible for the trabOng of new
promoter* and let them take part in
the T">Uj<riiig of the promoters

* The 3 phase* and their timing are
appropriate to the communities

* The existence of • scale m erery
community facilitate tke monthly

• None of the partkipwug

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

* Get fisMmMw n M l t t t I* COBUMIC
•apandmg the project benefit, to
- 1 L _ i n — . ' . « - -

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• Improve the project by reporting and
information system i« order to

information for the participants

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* Ha**
•ctivdy In tke project In alt tke
Activities and cOmtfltwwulj

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
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PROJECT

PROJECT AREA

PROJECT
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1-1

Village water reservoir*, archdiocese of Tamale

North Ghana

• Improvement of the water quality
• Increasing the water quantity
• To bring water dootr to the people

1W7
1994

• The provbioa of waterdams

• Prevention of Guinea Worm infection
• Community Participation in a l

phase* of the programme
* Stimulation of the VIIW aad TBA to go

to health edacatioa training

Aanmatorea provide the hyed, sometimes in
cooperation with local people. They Hied several
method* as soags, role playing, story teffing and
sBdes. Not only hyed but abo information about
other health subject*. Two weeks after the hyed,
the aalmatorca visit the villages again and repeat
the message aad observe the impact of the hyed.

• People Eked to go to the hyed
• The hyed Message was given in aiany

different way*
• The hyed was given to small groups
• The local people were asked to give

irampki from their own ciperstno*
* The hyed was a combiaaiioa of doing

(provision of dean water) and hyed

• People didatundentaadthc poster
because of (vbuaD OEteraey aad
iUne**e*oftheeye*

they educated aad whom not

• To give the hyed mare adapted to
dsUTctcDt {nMiftt of people

* To take into at—at the different
tribal background* of the people

• Coavenicace b very important, the
BMst Importaat reason why people use clean

• Take the one for the hyed programa*
Changing behaviour takes a lot of
time

• Try to gd lashjbt in local bench

get it, prevent it ate)

Used method: Freire

1.2

Kanpur/Mlnapur project

Kaapur and Minapnr in India

* To dean up the river Ganges

For both dtie* 300.000 people

19*6
•HII going on

* The provision of sanitation, sewage,
drainage, drinking water and the
coOedion of household refine

• Public Health aad Community
Partidpatioa

* The Inhabitant* of a certain dbtrid
have to take over the fall
nspoBsibtBty of the project

The implementation of the hyed was done by existing
organization* c * doctor*, nurses, teachers etc Abo
400 caretaker* of the pump* (two per pump) were
involved in the hyed. Each group received a specific

the impact of the project wa* conducted.

• The education (material + programme)
adapted to the target group.

* Attradivcaam of the education
• The ase of different materials and

rhanncb
• Pntestiag of the material.
• Showing a cfireet Sak between

iDsMMM ftiw) MOdttmi WuVtttT

• Attention could abo be paid to income
generating activities aad education

• Let the community evaluate the results
themselves. Sa they can *ee what the
effect b of the behaviour change.
They caa see themselves that the
rufoiaanajdwl behaviour b worth doing

•Get an insight ia which thing* went
wrong and which want good. Try to
readjust the wrong thing*.

• Provide income generating activities
* Adapt the •-'—«<" programme iff*1 the

matariab to the target group
* Give the target group uob to solve

their problem*
* Ask yoaneir what would make you

changing your behaviour. Don't expect
breaJUlk things from other*



INFORMATION
SOURCE

1-3 1-4

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Theeducatta
interviewee

,oa initiative of the Mechi Hm Irrigation u d related development
programme.

PROJECT AREA Palawan. The IMDppincs Mechi, Nepal

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

COVERAGE ± < N people After 4 year at least 1000 women involved in the
programme.

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

1N7
still going on

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

• FrovUoa ordeaa water
• Provision of latrine*

• Provision of a gravity How drinking
water supply system

HYED
OBJECTIVES

• To give information aad education
• To improve the self-esteem of

* GMat byed to the bcaefidaiia of
tke drinking water system

* Improving the quality aad
WMtaiaaWBty of the w» system
through education

* To calargc the aadal «trength and
status of women

DESCRIFnONOF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

Firat aa iawataiiiatioa of the fdt needs and
problem*. After that, by means of self selection,
the female csmunanhyasalth worker* were chosen.
These CHW move a one week training from •
midwife aad a dietitian. The follow up wat done in
the village*. AfUr the training the CHWi have ta
give the information to the other women in the

First a base Dae survey la two villages. After that a
•election of 2 a 3 women per area as leader women
far sustalnabDity, when the project leave the ana.
They attended a one week training course. After the
training they had to give the information to other
women. The leader have to practice the learned skills
In thdr owe hoaam. They are abo (UppoMd to
cSscus* the leaned sUus with 15-30 women of their
ward* They could get support from assistants.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

•The > bawd on the

1 It dUnt try to chaag* everything

the people 1
• Positive remfemmeat of th*

proposal* of th* target groap
• The ase of cmstiag training

curricula, mad* in the FuMppiam
• The use ofduTereat methods,

keep attention + enjoy the 1
• Drawings made by thai

were adapted to their Eves

* Good commaakalion between 1-4 and her
counterpart

* The leader women for watalaablllry
* Especially the agricultural sedioa

mBcnoBm wv^w wvVf IBC WVDKII

the vegetables

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

* Nat •* much Mpport from the

' l a t h e first phase of the programme
the several desk* didn't work
together

• The donor didnt provide enough time
to achieve bchavsww«

* Bad iafrattnictur* and i
* The obugalMB to use the governmental

trauungceatre, which was not so good
* Very few integration aad coordination

between the social

•The net a* motivated
• Th* doaara ware very kaea on viable

advantages of fiving In 1
* Because of corruption their wages were

not paid regularly

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• Take eaaagh HUM for aa intensive
preparatka

• In the firat phase, work oury with
the social section to prepare the
women property

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

• Let th* local people do it all
theakterm. Your rote is on
the background

* Always ask yoarserm what is wrong
with a behaviear, when it doesn't
narmaaybady don't change it

•Take the time to look around and to
prepare yourself, to know the people,
situations aad dfcvttsstnnces

• Bate the programme on the need* of the
target groap

* Design your owa programme, goals and

1 Try to get motivated colleague*

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

Used method! Fran
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MAUlT tXB TWIT
n A M u v r inEr
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PROJECT
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IMPROVEMENTS
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OBJECTIVES
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l H u EM l E v
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STRONG
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ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

ADDITIONAL
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1-5

»»— —ttrt aU in Seauval- After that. If
cjncrgcucy IWM *•• •• t w i ^ 1 #»*wr mm, H
became a dam building project

North Senegal

• Irritation system
* Eketridty/waterpower *tatioo

±1971
still going oa

•Provbtoaofwdb
• Provision of a waterdam in tke

canary of tke river

effect* of lac dam
* (Adult) Literacy project
• After that abo hyed and health

Eduction was given about the effect* of the daw.

Especially tke women became aware oT their

were leached how to grow vegetable*. They became
aware of other things and asked for information
about several health topic* (bottom up). A doctor
with the aid of a theater group provide iafomMtioa
aad education

* Use and cooperate with local people
and language

ahil tfc* wamJMMm knowla i lM

* Conscious robing and after fft**.
Ike programme waa based on the local

• Mack emphasis oa the identity of the
target group

target group

government and the village*
* Dole oat through Ike aid of donor

organizations

vohutem. They moved often to the
eky, to find better Jobs

• Try to develop integrated
programme*, as well as an education
as a profit Baking component

• First take into account the social
aspect* and after that the
ccomVMtt&csl attipecti

• Take Ike time to become better
acquainted to tke target group, tke
local sstnation etc

• Be aware of tkat there b not one
target groap but several groups in
oaeesmawaiiy

•Make use of tke local people, they
kaow Ike ateatiM and habits, they
speak abo the SBBM language

I-C

North Moeawbique

• ProvWoa of wdb in combination with
partidpatioa of the target group

Provlaeia Cabo Ddgado, Mocambiqne

19S5
stiD going on

• Provision of safe (drinking) wdb in
ratal areas

• rVnnadaw hvad u well as within the
drpartinf-' of Health a* outside the
departweat

• Developing educational materials
• Teaching hyed to nurses aad teachers

Two weeks training of animadorcs. Tbe training
MBtttttAil of a thoiirfeal aa wtil a* a nractical nart.
EBjmmmmjjagBa, u ^ an i n j s j B i v i m j a B t a^a W B j | am* aa |svaaajAeHjanl fOana s>*

It was mainly a Bctiudologkal ttaining course oa
how to give hyed. The animadorc* had to train They
learned to use several methods and materials. The
animations had to give the information to the
villagers. They could use a booklet witk practical
information now to do and plan hyed. In the vfDaces
a group of people is responsible for the well and
hyed.

* Hyed waa made plrasont and — -"- f
* Good cooperation between the technical

*a_J —B—Jml BmWttAtt
•JaW aWKmWB ^Wh|nf 11

Vfa^aafmaBtttPmVI Ol (WOlanMR

• Very practical and definite training

CMM
* Provbioa of a step to step booklet
for tke anlmeiliiiia how to pian and
implement a hyed. They know exactly
when to do what and what step* need
to be taken at what time

* P̂ TcBBaViffit f n n i t h e lianiiir ***•*•• **ew*tt«ti«i
A^sTW^njpa^f slBVmw U K la'innaBjBf • « • a^m^BB^nnifUnanl

to drfl a certain amount of wdb
Mffc war
caca y^»

* No appreciation from Ike government
for Ike tower status Jobs e*.
the animations

• Write everything down what kas been
done. Otkers can use that information, they

don't have to reinvent the wheel
of hyed.

* Give soase kind of incentive* to the
ammadores to motivate and appreciate
their job*

* Take care for support aad supervision
for the animations

• Take tke time to ustcn what one can
toll you, took around in a village and
talk to tke target group. Try to get
an improsstoB of how tke people live
and how their situation b and what
their needs are.

* Pay attention to tke people aad care
for them.

* Learn Ike local language
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1-7

Water, Sanitation and Health Education Project

Western Province of Zambia

Construction of Improved wa for both the rural
and arban popalatioa of the sii district* in the
pravteee

15% of the (00.000 inhabitant* of the province

1984
stm going on

* M0 wdk for rural communities
• Water provision for urban areas

* The teacher' present! the material
border to hdp the'sladeals'to
express and create, to obtain a
bottom up approach.

Coaatracttsa of n CEP team attached by various
department*. The CEP team visited the identified
village* 4*5 times before and during the provision
of the water (apply. Stimulation of the habitant* to
chose a water committee

* Wdl rhmen extension staff
* 111 members had reedved a truing

coarse in the UK as an Incentive
* The extension stafThad the sasae

cakaral background a* the target
graap

• ibklfilmmUildsBUWT UMMmmfmt

• Goad cooperation between the
»«^a|nf and the health seetian

• Not much faith in the credibility of
imMt fOVV^smuaMamt

• V«y bid «O4T*nttk»l *Htt»a

ft¥anUmaVK» Dttt K W4W M t tJWKJ9

convenient and cheaper to obtain
• DUOcnlties in promoting the new,

sitenanve bottom «p approach

* Grve hycd in a way which appeal to
the target groop and which k
dosdy Bnked in their daOy Bve

• Select carefully the members of
the estaassosi stnff

• Base the messages on the reel needs
of the target groap

want to vktt a village
• Pretest the educational material

Used method! SARAR of PROWWESS

Village Handdng WeD Project

4 provinces in South Darfar, Soedan

• Provision of 120 baaddug wdk in the
target area

* Fartidpation of the target groop

120.000 people in about 92 village*

1W0
Intended final dale 1994, now half 1992

• Provision of 120 headdog wdb within
4 years of time, one wdl per village

* Couedku of water in dew and
covered Jerry cans

•Use of one special jerrycan to get
water from the wdl

* Prevention of a dirty wdl rope
* Storage of the water in such a way

that the children couldn't touch it
• Keep n Bd on the jerrycan

Training of a team in communication and education
technique*. At village level two committees were

Thk team trained the VHC's and the villagers In the
afternoon the VHC's were trained and in the evening
the villagers

* Local authorities paid for the
trainees. Thk raised a fading of
responsibility and ownership

* Cooperation of people who are
already worlds* within the ministry of
Health -> ase of existing structure*

• Cooperation of women in the VHC's
* A good follow-up system

* Both Ministries (Health + Water) were
not used to cooperation

• Difficait to get women in the VHC*
• Hyed n long lime after the wdk were

* People were not used to work in group*
* There was no existing social structure
• Lack of matcriak and infrastructure
• U c k of good working coadttloas of the

people and bad salary for them
• Clean water w a u l a priority for the

target groap and the Mmktry of
Health

•LaekoftiBae
•Lack of good equipped staff

* Awareness raking on all governmental
levels, local, regional and national

• Participate with the target group
* Don't Implement hyed in cooperation

with the Mttatry of Water

* A good follow up and support of VHC's
* More wdk per km villages
* Hand over the responsimury to the

local people
* Try to rake awareness of the

importance of hygiene behaviour
• Use the saarketiag approach
•Invorrecmmah people to realize a

• Make ase of exktiag iastitations
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I-»

POM Project, Participative Project*

Sierra Leooc

• Stimulation of the peaple to
organfae thtmtdva

* The people have to Mart an activity
* The aeledioa of groappronoten

300 people

IMC
*tm going on

/

/

and develop adtvUci. These gronp* were tniocd

and working in the village*. The troop received a
monthly training aad a workshop. Everythiac WM
dbrnmwl and decided by the gronpmembers. Used
method* were booklets, roleplaying eU

* During the training memory aid* were
«*ed

• The training achieve both eoaackMU
raUnc aad practical toob to
improve the skaalioo

the team became k* a n local
custom* dUTcraat

» Fhed appnlatmeaH for the group-

• Lack of participative »UDs of the
cuff

•No study was done of the target
group, who waa poor or rich etc

• Few Mpport from the donor

* The Mnbtrim war* not involved in
the programme. So — U taahffity b
qawtfoucd

MtbverydUBculttofud

• Take care for Mpport of th* group

* In the beginning of the programme
you have to support th* target
group £ ovary week

• Dbcum throBcboatr/ wkh the ataff
how to iMBiment the proaraaM**

• DbcaM with the target gro*p what,
for them, rwlrtir goab arc

• Collect infamatioa to evatoaU the
procTM

• Take dnw to decma aad Eaton to
the target gra«p

* Know emd|y what year role to in
the project

• Take the ttoae to aatoct and boBt ap
Iheataff

Uiad nNthodi SARAR of PROWWESS

MO

Roral water for health project

North WeM Province of ZunbU

• Reflef project for water nipply, in
a very dry period.

± l«70 <> 19M Hyed)
•tmgoiacon

• ProvUon ofwdb

* Hyed ma Ina, the uto and

Watoreoamilteee wen iaatoned and were trained.
The vOafen were ako tralxd la 5 hyed teariom
before the w d wai contracted and 7 atterwardi.
Foir DMBthi bier 7 new hyed KHWIM. Between
time* •aexpeetod vbiU to control the maintenance or
the wait
Try to reach a high level of partidpalion. Uie of

* The project memben had the courage to
learn from the made ubtakei

• To do the hyed in cooperation with a
theater groap

• To do the hyed in cooperation with
local people (Magnate, habit*)

* Training in the vOUgea and not
cater*

* CoaAined training *e»aWn for ± 5
Tttmmittiiw for ***fc*ftf experiences

* An extern training *C*BM for the
— -"*—* m - M , ft,, (L.
• * • • • • • BTamnpBJ a V J I V W*/BBTVaH*JV I V * VaW

hyed Mdioa of the project

•raafBrtattntorwU between the
project (oato and the hyed goab

* The hyed waa went baaed on a
MI_BmamlB»iV jl*aW*BB«i»m»

• The donorproject have goab which

* Dwelt donate to Mnch became of the

* Uae lacafey aflerdable material and
Idea*

• Take care that tho local people can
tak* over tho project after Tubbing

• Hyed programMwa have to bat a long
ttwe at least M year, when yon want
to reach MMMinabDty

* Stady what the capadlb* and
fapahttriw of the target group are
and baaed the programaM on that info

• PMast the edKauMul material
• Use local material* and totally

devewpad BMthod*
•Start with listening and looking

aronad, what are the probknu and
need* of the target group

• Deert accept everything the local
anthorityanddoaondedde

Ibed method; FMre



INFORMATION
SOURCE

M l

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Projccto de M m W c n e

PROJECT AREA Gala**

PROJECT
ORJECnVES

COVERAGE Entire pofmlaHoft of Galae*

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE 1M3

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

• To Mt ap a I
fortkehandpnnp*oavfflafc level

HYED
OBJECTIVES

• Freveatioa of
gtwadwaterbyekaaiaf tko
•anoaadiBft of Ike pampa

of Ike

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

After a tnioiai k« rocabed a bkyde and a
toolbox. Later eoaiMcn on vfllate levd were abo
trained. They were part of tke water coaurillee.
The water eoauwittee took caiv of tke ••••int—^nfff
of the paap. Th* vBatwi are aioo lafonwd about
tke n a t M U k k i of the water CMualttee aad tke

•aterial. To lafe Moaej tke pofUn wew
pitolad in tke Ntlheriawto

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

•The
• A w

Eparddpattfelr

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

* Th* cdacaton dUat Bite la
p> is Ike vBagoj in tke eveatas

* The prtMwtaiioB of video or eSdca
waa a m utpartaai Ihaa tke atewap

* Whe» jroo cam oalj tUk the vBagM

to vidt
• No iBtc

• Not «M«fk tta« U «ksr bchavbar
• Lack af coopenliea aad iatialaliwa

tki iiauuuaiih ftitalalihi

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• Stan oa Mnbterial level
• Take can far hcaatfoo far tke

•aiateaaaco aaaJMwn <U tkb
pni|«et tke eaajbann fat a hfejde
• laiiailw fcwt tkay eaaldat

• Take <are far • adeqaate Mow ap
•ad aappoit for Ike vflhfen

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* Cooperata wMk local teackm, V H W i or

• Take —ink tiaM ta reach the hyed

• Take care of aa i

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



INFORMATION
SOURCE

C-l C-2

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

VBIagc Water Supply Programme Community Water supply and Sanitation

PROJECT AREA Rural Botswana

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

• Frovbien of piped wt with a toad
quality of drinking water

• Ta increase botk the quantity aad
qeaDty af (household) water

• Improving Ike health slams

* To improve the beatth situation of the
raral people who received piped water

To obtain « higher acceptance and

COVERAGE ± 10.000

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

M71 (byed MM) 1»7C
/

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

•froTUeu of piped water sapp*/in
thevSages

Piwvtte of piped water supply
tap well

HYED
OBJECTIVES

• Awareness n U q in villages on how
to baadk and u e water bytkakaDy

• To improve the health stains and the
quality of life

nal hygiene
•bold hygiene

al hygiene
Installation of* lanitatien committee

DESCRIPTION OF
THEHYED
PROGRAMME

A national byed campaign was designed. Several
imlheils and matniab Trim dnrriepud and nsrri
The hyed was gWw on tercral lerdt, fram
national to pewo—L Three memagca were ipread
keep the water dean, ate mare water far pwrtonal
hygiene and keep to atandpipe water

Theatair oftwoaanitationi rorken
i wpervbor. In each ward b a

on Tomntary bank. The SC received an
i training of the SWW. The training coMbte of

•ertral fnbjecte. Finlilimi of the SC can be dhwaucd
and aalved. The SC ajve* edncntioo wvkiu to the

.After every

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

•Thehealth U ich
Involved U their work

• Dopne of a ifewt time of
pMparatmn the campaign wa<
prapiriy itwigard <tnd Impluwaated

• No b u w e r a l k conatraintt
• A great ttcedom for the eaordiaator
• It achieved attaotian and aippoit
• As integrated approach awl

partklpatioBe/KTeralmubtrie*
• HowMhaM water qnaBtjr Mrrey ->

rffnet adaptkw and evanulmn
• Womca war* tamtved in Ike hyed

• The hyed was based on the fdt needs
and problems of the target group

• Partidpttioa of women, their opinion
was taken into account and the
programme was planned accordingly

• The programme waa planned on time*
which a n most convenient for the
target group

•An instruction booklet was designed
to be useful and

» A mt of evakudon n done and the
t wm altered when neceaurr

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE BYED
PROGRAMME

•Short term for the

• I t took a long time to find an
Mdcratudy for the coordinator

• Lack of transport fadBtiea

* EawMdM b not enough, the living
tandffln— mnat nbo be Improved

* Too many mmaagea far the planned time * Bad
taapcratmn with the nepalme

government and the donor organization
* The poariat woman were very hard to

reach, aba dae to the caste system
* The planners duiu't take always into

me inconvenient day* for HE

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

counterpart and the coordinator
during aD phMM of the |

•Allocation of a 4 wheel driven
• Involving teacher, in the hyad

• Women have to be adequately and
I and paid.

•Not so many objectives bat less and
dear objective* that could be

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

•Ilaneaout^tiaKforbeuavioarckant*

designing the hyed
* Coordination and cooperation at all

leveb (ministerial to individual)
* Plan an annul Mihm for monitoring

• Before the hyed b implemented at
aM be build for

>di to•UiedUTo

' Selection of the SWW depends of their
• They n u t know what their

the efftiilhints. whoa the
b going on for sometime

* Ensure that the educational material
bleeaBy deafened and pretested
and being used in the right way

»For the purpose of evaluation conduct
tsttJdy and set dear and

t objectives

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



INFORMATION
SOURCE

CO C-4

NAME OP THE
PROJECT

Urban Sanitation Imp. PHC with Water Supply and Sanitation Programme

PROJECT AREA Remote Qabane Valley, Lewtho

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

• T o .
designs that
affordable and

appropriate latrine
i effective.

* ProrWon ofufe, rtfiabk and
ennvsniinl water systems

• Th« installation of improved

* The encouragement of improved hygiene
practices

* To add information to mrt̂ ft*1 data

COVERAGE Urban population of lfiS.000 people 27 vf lUf, 5000 people

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

mi
19W

1972

TYPE OF W8
IMPROVEMENTS

•Latrine iauriian * Construction of water supply tyitemi

eventually pravidlnf back-up for
vfllate level managed operation ai

of the system

HYED
OBJECTIVES

Diffa *iU>:

ofthtlatrinee
• Motivation of fr*up* with no or

i to bnDd VIP latrines

eSaka ful ly
water suppr/, VHC't, ante-natal

y planning, breast feedint, imokins,
ahab, kptwy

DESCRIPTION OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

« I a n was var* »BMII It wai impooHble
to w»fk d—tty and parlldpativfr/ whh the

and fUd worken wh« have been worldng with the
conjMnnitiva* SOMC fwnJBiw were M***̂  as
for othar faaiBoi In their vBhifw. The uae of

The HE (ttvUoB k ftaffed by 13 profe*wmata. The
HED k Bore a lervke organuntton hetpias other
progruute* to meet their objective*. Every day a 15
raiaote* radio progranune waa broadcasted. The
HED trained nunes, teacher* and extension worken.
Several education material* were used. The HED had
assktad in the training of > 1500 VHW*

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

• Fniphnik placed on HE and
cation which ha* enabled a i
team to have a rigafflrant impact

* The aae of as ssany local resources

• VHW*s appear to be food channels for

BOTTLENECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

* Hved was not a
* Materials were produced by

* Lack of well trained staff
* Need for BSM« office space and a

* The work of the VHWi was not
appreciated by the vUIagen

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

• The hospital should lint deliver the
new ideas to the people, becaue it
b much BOW respected than the VHWs

• That goes for the authority of the
chief too, he could add weight to the
m e n u and thereby improving the
chance of hi i

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

• Promote actions which are rcalstfr
and feasible for the target group

• Build on entting ideas
and practices

• Repent the Message wi

epts

•Use sarthnili "** fhr ft"1* "r

HE with the main focus on teacher* and
VHWs

• Conduct a prettmuiary KAP and socio-
economic study

• Pretest all the used material*
• Provide w n t Idnd of incentives to the

trained VHWs
• Br*—»'- and attract the cowMunity
• Use (isBBsuttution to show the

of the i

(for dialogue

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



INFORMATION
SOURCE

C-S C-4

NAME OF THE
PROJECT

Rnni PDUbk Water Instfotioaa Project Caic/BalrvuCUUSarvrTel and Rani Sanitation
Project

PROJECT AREA Rani popalatfea af Ktaauc , TMceia TH |wrtm«ms of Cbnqubaca, La Phi, Orara
Foto-iaadTarija

PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

• Improving the health of the target
population

•To

• In of then

the incidence of death and
mj the children < 4 In

BoBvia's rand eommunttei

COVERAGE ± 50.000 people M.OOOpnpleia 200 rani

STARTING DATE
FINAL DATE

1M7
If91

INC
1M0

TYPE OF WS
IMPROVEMENTS

• FravUon ofimpfovad acew to
potable water for undeserved rani

» Kovhiim of latrines,

The project had 3 Integrated components:
• The pcnUra ofheoJth service* + BE
* The provision of potable water and

etgaabatioa and participation

HYED
OBJECTIVES

• To plaa and implement the hyed
component for the project

* An later-ministerial team holdinf
the iwpnoaibBry for programmatic
decisions and field work on a
regional levd

* » •» ofthe nMtnen with cUUren < 4
•Boald know when and how to rehydnte

•75ftoftbeehldiai <4ahouldbave

• M * of the children > 9 months and < 5
shanhj have hi?iw inusnniaed

* 200 permanent comnualty-level health
should be functioning

• 70* of the popoUlioa ahoald be wan*
iodbed salt or iodne capsulm

DESCRimONOF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

Thel0
•re trained In baakhyed

IcchakpMs. The cdnco4ors traUed VHWs and
teachen. They have to support a l w»+§ adMnes.
The fdacaton had to design new education^
auUrials. Emphasis WM pat on the pardapotion

cted by their
An on the Job training wat provided. The tnincn
(anroBi) atayod in the viDaga for abont 20 dayi a
•onth. Mothcn' CMM are the primary
organhnrio—J whidw for the health component of
the project.

STRONG
POINTS OF THE
HYED
PROGRAMME

• Increased knowledge of teach** and
Ngardmgw-t-a,

aaeheld hygiene
• final traihw iwrtJiJ mmmnnlli

hyad and reinforced the VHW>* work
• Soaw teaching aids as |

games proved to be wry i
• neiJHBty In project dodgn and

bndfating can lead to other
adtvkJce and materiab

* Tho rtaaJta >onlirmad that integration
was workable and advantagcoos

' The latrine cowpanenl wat cxtremety

* On the Jab training of he
The people Ike to go to the HE

* Tho programmes were based on the

* Tho project nwanipBihed the etreng-

BOTTLGNECKS OF
THE HYED
PROGRAMME

* Lack of transput
• No adequate incentive* for the edac
• T*e tasks of the cdMators were too

•any •>not enongh ttntc for hyad
• ConftMM gaidaate to enanre that all

the planned activKlts took place
• Lack ofoappartorcoauwnkr leaders
* No formatted strnctares for hyed

It laici over 4 yean before

tab hMwred tho motivation of the
target Knap to participate

* The prmenee of more than 1 NGO in the

RECOMMENDED
IMPROVEMENTS

•Prd

evakuted thnMgh honsehold

* Women tend to week batter with women
* More twsparatinn between cgfferent

(ftiadeAproJedtintke

• It Is important to create a network
forsnatafoabssty

• A dear internal stnetare of staff

of handwaahlng facilities
• M s with Ids shanld also he

avaiUMe for dean storage of water

ADVICE FOR
COLLEAGUES

* Before I r a i f i n •** material an
inventory of esWng materiab
ahoaldbei

*AU< tbceqnnOy
invoived te aU phases of the project

* The project shonU ran for > 7 years
•The project design ihooJd lean room

• HE aboald reach both WOBMD and wen
• Make bjqnirhs to Identify the meet

soJtaMe daWformat/style of the HE
* Ineoase generating element^) ihoald be

nartoftteHEforsnstetnahffity

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION



ANNEX III



RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES (n«31)

What do you consider to be the strong points of the hygiene education programme ?

* The hyed was based on a community diagnosis 13

* Well chosen education methods (attractive, practical

and understandable) 13

* Local people were the educators and staff members 10

* Participative education methods were used 8

* Already existing organizations and personnel were used 8

* Enough financial resources were available 8

* The programme was properly designed and implemented 7

* Measures were taken to obtain sustainability 7

* The staff was well trained and qualified 7

* Good cooperation between the social and technical section

of the project 6

* Support and cooperation from governmental organizations was received 6

* Evaluation and monitoring was done 6

* Women played an important role in the programme 6

* Achieved an increased awareness and consciousness of the target group 6

* The training sessions were held in the village/area 5

* The behaviour change was made possible (enabling factors) 4

* Adequate incentives and support for the staff were provided 3

* Project had his own staff, no organizational problems 2

What problems and bottlenecks do you face in the hygiene education programme ?

* Lack of well trained staff/problems with staff 16

* Community was not/did not feel involved in the programme 15
* Problems with planning (timing/logistical) 13

* Lack of enough financial resources 13

* Lack of cooperation between field and organizational level 10

* Inappropriate hyed method was chosen 8



* Lack of cooperation/integration between the social and technical section 7

* Not enough time was planned 6

* Lack of support and incentives for the staff 6

* Difficulties due to the role of women 6

* Difficulties in reaching the poorest people 3

* No evaluating and monitoring has been done 2

How would you like to Improve or change the hygiene education programme ?

Should be:

* better cooperation and integration between the social and

technical section 8

* based the hyed programme on a community diagnosis 8

* worked more closely with the target group 8

* developed a monitoring and evaluation system 7

* better cooperation between the field and the higher decision levels 6

* well trained and qualified staff available 4

* provided support and incentives for staff members 3

* used different education methods 3

* focused on a small amount of hyed messages per meeting 2

* involved more women in the programme 2

* learned from information of similar projects 2

* used more already existing organizations and personnel 2

* available enough financial resources 2

* provided also income generating activities 1

* made a better planning 1

* appointed more local people as educators and staff members 1

* pre-tested the education material 1

* given more practical information 1

* more hygiene education at schools 1

* education material available 1



What advice do you have for your colleagues on how to make a hygiene education

programme successful ?

* Base the hyed programme on a community diagnosis 19

* Work intensively with the target group 11

* Plan/develop carefully the hyed programme 8

* Make behaviour change possible (enabling factors) 5

* Obtain good cooperation and integration between the social

and technical section 5

* Try to get support from all the governmental levels 4

* Train the staff thoroughly 4

* Use different education methods 4

* Provide some kind of incentives and support to the staff 4

* Pre-test the education methods/materials 4

* Make use of existing organizations and personnel 3

* Regularly evaluate and monitor the programme 3

* Take measures to obtain sustainability 3

* Learn from similar programmes 2

* Provide also income generating activities 2

* Plan enough time to obtain the goals 2

* Make the hyed session pleasant and attractive 2

* Provide opportunities for practical demonstration 1

* Intensively involve women in the hyed 1

* Start with listening and looking around in the communities 1

* Learn the local language 1

* Do not interfere in subjects beyond hyed 1

* Do not impose any ideas 1

* Enter the village as a team 1



RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEWS ( n - 11)

What do you consider to be the strong points of the hygiene education programme ?

* Hyed was attractive and pleasant for the target group 5

* Hyed was adapted to the target group 5

* Different education methods/materials were used 4

* Good cooperation between the social and technical section of the

project 4

* Locally designed material was used 3

* Some kind of measures were taken to obtain sustainability 3

* The education methods/materials were pre-tested 2

* Use of local education methods and language 2

* The information was practical applicable 2

* There was a combination of water provision and hyed 2

* Hyed was based on a community diagnosis 2

* Already existing organizations and personnel were used 2

* The staff was carefully chosen 2

* The training sessions were held in the villages/area 1

* Income generating activities were also provided 1

* Combined training sessions for about five watercommittees

(opportunities for experience exchange) 1

* Questions and solutions came from the target group themselves 1

* The educator had the same cultural background as the

target group 1

* Hyed was given to small groups 1

* People were locally paid 1

* Women were involved in the hyed 1

* Participative education methods were used 1

* Memory aids were used 1

* Some kind of incentives and support for the staff was provided 1

* There was a fixed group promoter 1



What probfams and bottlenecks do you faca in tha hyglana aducation programme ?

* Lack of cooperation and support from the responsible Ministries 9

* Lack of cooperation and integration between the social and

technical section of the project 7

* Some kind of problems with the local staff 4

* Lack of well trained/qualified staff 4

* Lack of incentives and support for the staff 4

* Not enough time was planned to obtain behaviour change 3

* Inappropriate hyed method was chosen 3

* Many economical problems in the country 2

* No community diagnosis was conducted 2

* No measures were taken to obtain sustainability 2

* Lack of materials/infrastructure 2

* Nomadic target group 1

* People were not used to work in groups 1

* To much aid was given 1

* Problems with paying for the water provisions 1

How would you like to improva or changa tha hygiene aducation programme ?

Should be:

* used participative education methods 3

* used local material, ideas and persons 3

* paid more attention to incentives and support for the staff 2

* taken more time for preparation 1

* started with women only 1

* more awareness from all governmental levels 1

* started at governmental level 1

* no working relationship with the Ministry of Water 1

* taken more time for preparation 1

* taken into account the characteristics of the target group 1

* taken more notice of the tribal backgrounds of

the target group 1

* not that much donations because of the danger of doling out 1



What advice do you hava for your colleagues on how to maka a hygiana education

programme successful ?

* Local people must be involved in development and

implementation of the hyed 7

* Start with listening and looking around in the communities 6

* Set realistic goals before implementation 5

* Take care for support and incentives for the staff 5

* Adapt the hyed to the target group 4

* The promoted behaviour/provisions must be based

on a community diagnosis 3

* Evaluate and monitor the programme regularly 3

* Choose very carefully the staff members 3

* Use participative education methods 2

* Provide also income generating activities 2
* Pre-test all the education methods/materials 2

* Take into account that the target group consists of several

smaller target groups 1

* Make appointments for visiting the community 1

* Cover less villages but support them more intensive 1

* Focus the message only on harmful behaviours 1

* Use the marketing approach 1

* Make use of existing education methods/materials 1

* Learn the local language 1

* Know what your role in the project is 1

* Do not accept everything the authorities say 1



RESULTS OF THE CASE-STUDIES (n-6)

What do you consider to be the strong points of the hygiene education programme ?

* Use of already existing organizations/personnel 3

* Women were involved in the programme 3

* Well chosen education methods (attractive, practical

and understandable) 3

* The hyed programme was properly designed and implemented 2

* An integrated approach(project/ministerial level) was used 2

* Monitoring and evaluation was conducted 2

* Hyed was based on a community diagnosis 2

* The hyed achieved attention and support 2

* No bureaucratic constraints 1

* The programme was very flexible and could be altered according

to the wishes of the target group 1

* The training sessions were held in the villages/area 1

* The project accomplished the strengthening of community organizations 1

* An instruction booklet was very useful 1

* Different education methods were used 1

* The project accomplished the strengthening of community organizations 1

* The staff was very motivated 1

* The coordinator had a great freedom 1

What problems and bottlenecks do you face m the hygiene education programme ?

* Problems with planning (timing logistical) 5

* Lack of well trained and qualified staff 3

* Lack of incentives and support for the staff 3

* Bad cooperation between the field and higher decision levels

(governmental/project) 2

* The coordinators had short term contracts 1

* Lack of formalized structures for hyed 1

* Bad cooperation between the social and the technical section

of the project 1



* The presence of more than 1 NGO in the area 1

* The poorest people/women were hardly not to reach 1

* Education was not enough also the living conditions must improve 1

How would you Ska to improve or change the hygiene aducation programme ?

Should be:

* based the hyed on a community diagnosis 1

* worked with women to reach other women 1

* done household observation to control the reported changes 1

* taken some measures to obtain sustainability 1

* a clear internal structure of staff 1

* more cooperation between similar projects in the area 1

* defined realistic evaluation criteria 1

* made the change possible (enabling factors) 1

* worked with women to reach other women 1

What advice do you have for your coUeagues on how to maka a hygiene education

programme successful ?

* Try to obtain good cooperation, participation and coordination at all levels 5

* Conduct a community diagnosis to base the hyed programme on 4

* Use existing communication methods and channels 3

* Use demonstration to show the benefits of the recommended changes 2

* Use different education methods 2

* Pre-test the education methods/materials 2

* Plan enough time to obtain behaviour change 2

* Set clear, visible and measurable goals 2

* Plan monitoring and evaluating activities 1

* Carefully select the members of the staff 1

* Income generating activities should also be provided 1

* Entertain and attract the community 1

* Provide some kind of incentives and support for the

educators 1


